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			Latest News

				
				
					
					


			       	 	Canada Announces a $2.4 Billion Investment in AI

			        	Cryptopolitan
			        	08 Apr 2024

				        
				            The government added, ... The Federal Government’s sizeable investment in AI. The Canadian government has also announced $405 million to help boost the AI startup scene in the country so that they can develop and launch new tech in the market and further AI adoption, especially in critical sectors and in SMBs (small and medium-sized businesses) ... He also added, ... “Oh wow, Canada is playing to win the AI game again.” Source..
				        


					

					


			       	 	Gluwa Explores Plans for Financial Programmes in Sierra Leone; Pays Courtesy Visit to Vice President ...

			        	CryptoPotato
			        	04 Apr 2024

				        
				            Gluwa’s CEO, Tae Oh, visited Sierra Leone’s Vice President Mohamed Juldeh Jalloh in a preliminary visit to introduce the potential for collaboration. Vice President of Sierra Leone, Mohamed Juldeh Jalloh pictured with Tae Oh, CEO of Gluwa, Akin Jones, Director of Gluwa and Kay Jegede, Associate Director of Gluwa ... cross-chain credit markets.
				        


					

                	

                


				

        				
									        

			       	 	Nansen publicly shames competitor Arkham

			        	Cryptopolitan | 04 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	Our $100,000 Futures Market Masters competition is back!

			        	Kraken | 03 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	1 Billion Bitcoin P2P Traders: NoOnes Sets Sights on Nigeria and Global South

			        	Bitcoin Magazine | 02 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	Robinhood aims to reach a wider audience

			        	Cryptopolitan | 01 Apr 2024

				      

					



        				
									        

			       	 	BitMEX Founder Arthur Hayes Says Memecoin Explosion Provides Positive Value for One Major Ethereum Rival

			        	The Daily Hodl | 31 Mar 2024

				      

					


                 

			


			



			Latest Videos



			


			Latest Prices


				#	Name	Price	Volume (24h)	% Change (24h)
	1	
						[image: Bitcoin (BTC)] Bitcoin (BTC)	$ 9379.51121871	29291234397.1	-2.12 % 
	2	
						[image: Litecoin (LTC)] Litecoin (LTC)	$ 68.6382381813	5720089694.18	-1.62 % 
	3	
						[image: Ethereum (ETH)] Ethereum (ETH)	$ 181.975638826	11767008363.1	-0.48 % 
	4	
						[image: Veritaseum (VERI)] Veritaseum (VERI)	$ 18.45	0	0.00 % 
	5	
						[image: EOS (EOS)] EOS (EOS)	$ 4.206085936	3774755482.59	-0.25 % 
	6	
						[image: Centra (CTR)] Centra (CTR)	$ 0.01471	0	0.00 % 
	7	
						[image: DigiByte (DGB)] DigiByte (DGB)	$ 0.0062005626	942236.540577	0.00 % 
	8	
						[image: AdEx (ADX)] AdEx (ADX)	$ 0.05420	88877.21	-1.21 % 
	9	
						[image: Humaniq (HMQ)] Humaniq (HMQ)	$ 0.004962	14208.2208233	0.00 % 
	10	
						[image: Private Instant Verified Transaction (PIVX)] Private Instant Verified Transaction (PIVX)	$ 0.2293	734764.276735	-3.14 % 
	11	
						[image: XRP (XRP)] XRP (XRP)	$ 0.2412959304	1903216173.21	0.88 % 
	12	
						[image: Bitshares (BTS)] Bitshares (BTS)	$ 0.0211442821	3198719.09431	-1.80 % 
	13	
						[image: BitSwift (SWIFT)] BitSwift (SWIFT)	$ 0.4051	0	0.00 % 
	14	
						[image: OmiseGo (OMG)] OmiseGo (OMG)	$ 0.9035012009	73564679.2141	2.52 % 
	15	
						[image: Sphere Coin (SPHR)] Sphere Coin (SPHR)	$ 0.06553	0	0.00 % 
	16	
						[image: Ethereum Classic (ETC)] Ethereum Classic (ETC)	$ 11.5038562535	2965506879.02	-0.61 % 
	17	
						[image: NEM (XEM)] NEM (XEM)	$ 0.0454819175	29553422.0555	0.00 % 
	18	
						[image: Rivetz (RVT)] Rivetz (RVT)	$ 0.007995	9993	-20.90 % 
	19	
						[image: MaidSafe Coin (MAID)] MaidSafe Coin (MAID)	$ 0.1110	1367484.96476	-0.32 % 
	20	
						[image: FunFair (FUN)] FunFair (FUN)	$ 0.003110	659876.996354	-2.81 % 
	21	
						[image: Paragon (PRG)] Paragon (PRG)	$ 0.01592	362.34112	-12.81 % 
	22	
						[image: Stratis (STRAT)] Stratis (STRAT)	$ 0.3037	985978.792886	-0.12 % 
	23	
						[image: NavCoin (NAV)] NavCoin (NAV)	$ 0.1015	659640.563461	-1.83 % 
	24	
						[image: Rise (RISE)] Rise (RISE)	$ 0.002627	44551.98061	3.45 % 
	25	
						[image: Verge (XVG)] Verge (XVG)	$ 0.0037872163	759364.83599	5.08 % 
	26	
						[image: Reddcoin (RDD)] Reddcoin (RDD)	$ 0.0007190	40259681.7228	25.00 % 
	27	
						[image: TenX (PAY)] TenX (PAY)	$ 0.05483	456707.500823	-0.13 % 
	28	
						[image: Waves (WAVES)] Waves (WAVES)	$ 0.8912100364	82970286.3014	1.84 % 
	29	
						[image: Lisk (LSK)] Lisk (LSK)	$ 1.0365054837	6082448.73385	6.17 % 
	30	
						[image: KickCoin (KICK)] KickCoin (KICK)	$ 0.0000969519	57571.4577545	5.26 % 
	31	
						[image: Monero (XMR)] Monero (XMR)	$ 72.1346716882	107010674.883	0.86 % 
	32	
						[image: Komodo (KMD)] Komodo (KMD)	$ 0.6368109417	2702396.03471	3.95 % 
	33	
						[image: BitcoinDark (BTCD)] BitcoinDark (BTCD)	$ 22.00	0	0.00 % 
	34	
						[image: Dash (DASH)] Dash (DASH)	$ 129.41	44110.8016989	2.43 % 
	35	
						[image: Gnosis (GNO)] Gnosis (GNO)	$ 15.82	542.73541475	-0.64 % 
	36	
						[image: Populous (PPT)] Populous (PPT)	$ 0.5442	589469.581183	5.01 % 
	37	
						[image: NEO (NEO)] NEO (NEO)	$ 11.5080200258	470747259.833	7.02 % 
	38	
						[image: BitConnect Coin (BCCOIN)] BitConnect Coin (BCCOIN)	$ 1.00	0	0.00 % 
	39	
						[image: Tether (USDT)] Tether (USDT)	$ 1.0003916102	40283398497.6	0.00 % 
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    		Market

      
Market may refer to:



	Market (economics)
	
Market (place), a physical marketplace or public market
	Market economy
	
Märket, an island shared by Finland and Sweden

Art, entertainment, and media


Film


	
Market (1965 film), 1965 South Korean film
	
Market (2003 film), 2003 Hindi film
	
The Market: A Tale of Trade, a Turkish film

Television


	
The Market (TV series), a New Zealand television drama

Brand or enterprise


	
The Market (company), a Farm Fresh Supermarket concept store
	The Market, a specialized Safeway store

Types of economic markets


	Agricultural marketing
	Emerging market
	Financial market
	Foreign exchange market
	Grey market
	Media market
	Niche market
	
Open market, a free trade economy; the antonym of closed market
	Prediction market
	Real estate market
	Stock market
	Wholesale marketing

Aspects of economic markets


	Efficient-market hypothesis
	Mark-to-market accounting
	Market capitalization
	Market economy
	Market failure
	Market maker
	Market microstructure
	Market research
	Market segment
	Market share
	Market trend
	Market value
	Single market
	Target market
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    		Customer

      
A customer (sometimes known as a client, buyer, or purchaser) is the recipient of a Good or a service,  or a product, or an idea, obtained from a seller, vendor, or supplier via a financial transaction or exchange for money or some  other valuable consideration.  Etymologically, a client is someone merely inclined to do business, whereas a purchaser procures goods or services on occasion but a customer customarily or habitually engages in transactions. This distinction is merely historic. Today customers are generally categorized into two types:


	 An entrepreneur' or trader (sometimes a commercial Intermediary) who is a dealer that purchases goods for re-sale.
	 An end user or ultimate customer who does not re-sell the things bought but is the actual consumer or an agent such as a Purchasing officer for the consumer.

A customer may or may not also be a consumer, but the two notions are distinct, even though the terms are commonly confused.  A customer purchases goods; a consumer uses them.  An ultimate customer may be a consumer as well, but just as equally may have purchased items for someone else to consume.  An intermediate customer is not a consumer at all.  The situation is somewhat complicated in that ultimate customers of so-called industrial goods and services (who are entities such as government bodies, manufacturers, and educational and medical institutions) either themselves use up the goods and services that they buy, or incorporate them into other finished products, and so are technically consumers, too.  However, they are rarely called that, but are rather called industrial customers or business-to-business customers.  Similarly, customers who buy services rather than goods are rarely called consumers.
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    		Financial market

      
A financial market is a market in which people trade financial securities, commodities, and other fungible items of value at low transaction costs and at prices that reflect supply and demand. Securities include stocks and bonds, and commodities include precious metals or agricultural products.



In economics, typically, the term market means the aggregate of possible buyers and sellers of a certain good or service and the transactions between them.



The term "market" is sometimes used for what are more strictly exchanges, organizations that facilitate the trade in financial securities, e.g., a stock exchange or commodity exchange. This may be a physical location (like the NYSE, BSE, NSE) or an electronic system (like NASDAQ). Much trading of stocks takes place on an exchange; still, corporate actions (merger, spinoff) are outside an exchange, while any two companies or people, for whatever reason, may agree to sell stock from the one to the other without using an exchange.



Trading of currencies and bonds is largely on a bilateral basis, although some bonds trade on a stock exchange, and people are building electronic systems for these as well, similar to stock exchanges.
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                                Proof That Bitcoin Could Pump To $90,000 In The Next 4 Weeks!

                                    Today, Kyledoops shares his thoughts on why we may be moments away from the biggest short squeeze in Bitcoin's history. Join Kyle live to find out how he is planning to trade this move. Don't miss out!!

🔥 𝗕𝗬𝗕𝗜𝗧 - 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗥𝗜𝗚𝗛𝗧 𝗡𝗢𝗪 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢 $𝟯𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗜𝗡 𝗗𝗘𝗣𝗢𝗦𝗜𝗧 𝗕𝗢𝗡𝗨𝗦𝗘𝗦 !!!
Deposit, Trade & Earn Up to $30,000 in bonuses!! It’s just too easy 
[European Users Exclusive, Get an additional 1% on your deposit bonuses, capped at $500]
👉 https://bit.ly/bybit-kyledoops 

🔥 𝗦𝗘𝗥𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝟯 𝗢𝗙 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗧𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗣𝗘𝗧𝗜𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗜𝗦 𝗟𝗜𝗩𝗘!! $𝟮,𝟬𝟬𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗧𝗢 𝗕𝗘 𝗪𝗢𝗡!
Registration ends on 9 April! The competition ends on 10 April!! Prize pool up to 2,000,000 USDT, BTC rewards, 10% taker fee discount + Dubai gala tickets to be won!
👉 Comp Details: https://bit.ly/3O63oIF

🔥 𝗔𝗘𝗩𝗢 - 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘 𝗣𝗘𝗥𝗣𝗦 𝗢𝗡 𝗔𝗟𝗧𝗦 𝗕𝗘𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗘 𝗧𝗛𝗘𝗬 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛!... 
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                                Bitcoin Here Comes The Break [price statistics]

                                    ⚡️ META SIGNALS ►► https://metasignals.io/nft 
👾 LIFETIME ACCESS (LIMITED SPACE)
🤖 Automate Your Trading & Strategy Creation + the Krown VMP Indicator bundle as an included bonus: krown-trading.teachable.com/p/krown-quant-automation/

🟣 Get the Krown VMP + Daily Statistics + Entropy Deviation + Oracle Pro & MORE. All In One Single Package With A FREE Trial For 7 Days - https://chartprime.com/krown

🟧Best Futures Trading Exchange (Signup Bonuses Included) https://partner.bybit.com/b/Cave

❎ApeX Decentralized Exchange (5% lifetime fee reduction) - https://pro.apex.exchange/trade/BTC-USDC/register?affiliate_id=323&group_id=548

📗All Educational Products & Indicators - krown-trading.teachable.com

Full Disclosure - this is a referral link

How To Create A Strategy For Trading - https://www.you... 
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                                Top 5 New Cryptos To Invest in By Bitcoin Halving [14 Days Left]

                                    🚀 Join our waitlist here 👉 https://brianjung.org/JoinKaizen

📰 100X Altcoin Gems Report Card 👉 https://www.brianjung.co/newsletter


BingX $5000 Bonus + Largest Altcoin Selection (VPN Required )👉 https://bingx.com/partner/kaizentrading

💰 Get $200 in Free Crypto when you sign up and trade here 👉 https://brianjung.org/Coinbase

🔐 Get 83% Off + 3 Months Free VPN Deal here 👉 https://brianjung.org/SurfShark

Video Outline
0:00 ⚡️ Details of Bitcoin halving will lead to historic crypto bull run
3:48 ⚖️ Analysis of Bitcoin's price drop and how it affects altcoins
7:58 ⬆️ Upcoming market events that will drive the next bull run
11:34 💰 Introduction to Market Caps on Crypto Projects
15:23 ⚔️ Navigating the volatile crypto markets as a new investor
19:09 💡 Improvements in Coinbase's infrastructure ... 
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                                Bitcoin TRAP ALERT 🚨 *BIG* CRYPTO FAKEOUT INCOMING...

                                    ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI

✅🚨 ►[ Join Crypto Red Alerts and earn free PT]◄ 🚨✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
https://phemex.com/phemex-pulse/invite-friends-group?groupID=OYCuvXlDSgjlD1_zCugjsQ&memberId=HvehutCvHeaUkBswDmKYMA

✅BINGX EXCHANGE✅ UP TO $8,000 DEPOSIT BONUS
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
https://bingx.com/partner/Tylerscrypto/4SGKI3
✅💰► https://bingx.com/invite/4XEHZX ◄💰✅

✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
Ticke... 
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                                The 'Bitcoin Storm' Is Upon Us...Here's What You Need To Know

                                    #bitcoin #crypto #cryptocurrencies   
Consider dropping a like if you enjoyed the video! 👍
Check out our partner, Angelblock: https://angelblock.io/
Sign up for the DashReport 💹➡️ http://nicholasmerten.com/dashreport/

00:00 - Intro
00:53 - Bitcoin Is Preparing For A Massive Move
02:19 - April Is Going To Be A Critical Month For Bitcoin
05:40 - What Bitcoin Needs To Spark A New Bull Market
08:05 - A Trading Strategy To Protect Gains & Maximize Returns
11:25 - Altcoin Analysis | What No One Is Telling You...
13:27 - Focus On Emerging Narratives In Crypto
17:24 - Macro Analysis | Stocks, Bonds & Commodities Forecast Danger
23:25 - Closing Remarks | Don't Fall Victim To This Mistake...

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
... 
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                                Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction!

                                    Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction! In this video I talk about the Bitcoin BTC Cryptocurrency price and carry out a technical analysis. I also talk about my Bitcoin Elliott Wave count and discuss where the price could be going next.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Links:

Bitget:
Trade with Bitget: https://partner.bitget.com/bg/MoreCryptoOnline 
Receive a $15 bonus

Trade on Bybit:
Receive an up to $30,000 bonus (see terms on Bybit)
https://partner.bybit.com/b/MCO

Technical Analysis with TradingView:
https://bit.ly/Crypto_Tradingview

Set up trading bots with 3commas.... 
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                                Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails & Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱

                                    Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails and Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱

5 day traders that lost their money in the stock and crypto market day trading. Day trading using leverage is a very risky endeavor. Please do your homework and research before purchasing stocks, bonds or options. 

Contact
https://twitter.com/MRNOBODYXMOON
Facebook Group: https://bit.ly/3m4GAJG
https://www.instagram.com/jmsphn
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/jpmedia
...
BlockFi Referral Link: https://blockfi.com/?ref=9a484418
Join Celsius Network using my referral code 105733fc98 when signing up and earn $40 in BTC with your first transfer of $400 or more! 
https://celsiusnetwork.app.link/105733fc98

****Please note that all of the above are referral links and I will receive a small commission if you sign up ... 
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                                How I Made and Lost $1M Trading Crypto I Super Users

                                    Like tens of millions of people, in 2017 Peter McCormack decided to get involved in Bitcoin -- the digital cryptocurrency that allows for direct, transparent financial transactions without a central bank. Unlike most people, he became a millionaire. Riding the highs of cryptocurrency trading, Peter began living a life of luxury, convinced he had figured out the secret of easy wealth. But just as soon as he had become a Bitcoin millionaire, he lost it all again. Now, armed with expert knowledge from his Bitcoin podcast, he's investing smarter and still all in one HODLing Bitcoin to the moon.

Click here to subscribe to VICE: http://bit.ly/Subscribe-to-VICE

About VICE:
The Definitive Guide To Enlightening Information. From every corner of the planet, our immersive, caustic, ground-breaki... 
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                                How Cryptocurrency ACTUALLY works.

                                    Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, NFT's, all explained in one simple guide!  Do consider subscribing if you enjoyed! 

It would make my day if you could also follow me on:
🌈 Instagram: https://goo.gl/OUqBBa
🐦 Twitter: https://goo.gl/EFhwqL
😊 Facebook: https://goo.gl/Aluzl1

Amazon Affiliate links:
Amazon US: https://goo.gl/3yS2aP
Amazon UK: https://goo.gl/gvrsGZ

My Filming Gear:
https://bit.ly/35CuxwI

Music is from Epidemic sound:
http://share.epidemicsound.com/pHDFT 
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                                Explain Crypto To COMPLETE Beginners: Coin Bureau Guide!!

                                    📲 Insider Info in my Socials 👉 https://guy.coinbureau.com/socials/
🎁 Coin Bureau Deals 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/deals/
👕 Merch Store 👉 https://store.coinbureau.com
🔥 TOP Crypto TIPS In My Newsletter 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/newsletter-signup/

~~~~~

📺Essential Videos📺

Central Bank Digital Currencies Explained 👉  https://youtu.be/_ErRWQWPs8Q
Best Cryptocurrency Hardware Wallets 👉 https://youtu.be/_t3Brlb0qzQ
Fiat Ponzi Scheme 👉 https://youtu.be/L_f6R0DHNH0
How To Research Cryptocurrency 👉 https://youtu.be/HCLWDGYnAzk
Bitcoin Bad For The Environment? 👉 https://youtu.be/DidAwxWaDKI

~~~~~

- TIMESTAMPS -
0:00 Intro
2:11 Cryptocurrency 101  
6:08 Questions About Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, etc. 
9:15 Cryptocurrency Safety & Criminal Use Concerns 
13:15 Explaining Cryptocurrency Pric... 
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			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 0:00
	Uploaded Date: 08 Apr 2024
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         Today, Kyledoops shares his thoughts on why we may be moments away from the biggest short squeeze in Bitcoin's history. Join Kyle live to find out how he is pla...

         Today, Kyledoops shares his thoughts on why we may be moments away from the biggest short squeeze in Bitcoin's history. Join Kyle live to find out how he is planning to trade this move. Don't miss out!!

🔥 𝗕𝗬𝗕𝗜𝗧 - 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗥𝗜𝗚𝗛𝗧 𝗡𝗢𝗪 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢 $𝟯𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗜𝗡 𝗗𝗘𝗣𝗢𝗦𝗜𝗧 𝗕𝗢𝗡𝗨𝗦𝗘𝗦 !!!
Deposit, Trade & Earn Up to $30,000 in bonuses!! It’s just too easy 
[European Users Exclusive, Get an additional 1% on your deposit bonuses, capped at $500]
👉 https://bit.ly/bybit-kyledoops 

🔥 𝗦𝗘𝗥𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝟯 𝗢𝗙 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗧𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗣𝗘𝗧𝗜𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗜𝗦 𝗟𝗜𝗩𝗘!! $𝟮,𝟬𝟬𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗧𝗢 𝗕𝗘 𝗪𝗢𝗡!
Registration ends on 9 April! The competition ends on 10 April!! Prize pool up to 2,000,000 USDT, BTC rewards, 10% taker fee discount + Dubai gala tickets to be won!
👉 Comp Details: https://bit.ly/3O63oIF

🔥 𝗔𝗘𝗩𝗢 - 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘 𝗣𝗘𝗥𝗣𝗦 𝗢𝗡 𝗔𝗟𝗧𝗦 𝗕𝗘𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗘 𝗧𝗛𝗘𝗬 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛!! 𝗡𝗢 𝗞𝗬𝗖!! 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢𝗗𝗔𝗬 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗬𝗢𝗨 𝗖𝗔𝗡 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗔𝗡 𝗔𝗣𝗣𝗟𝗘 𝗩𝗜𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗣𝗥𝗢 
👉 https://app.aevo.xyz/r/cryptobanter3  

🔥 𝗖𝗢𝗜𝗡𝗪 - 𝗞𝗬𝗖 𝗔 𝗣𝗥𝗢𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗠? 𝗡𝗢𝗧 𝗔𝗡𝗬𝗠𝗢𝗥𝗘
Trade the Easter Giveaway with CoinW to WIN Epic Prizes!! Comp ends 10 April! Details below. Sign up with CoinW to Claim up to 30,050 USDT in Cash & Bonuses
👉 Sign Up NOW:  https://bit.ly/3RGMqkP 
👉 Easter Competition: https://coinw.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/29658275040153 

🔥 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗚𝗘𝗧 - 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗦𝗜𝗩𝗘 $𝗕𝗪𝗕 𝗔𝗜𝗥𝗗𝗥𝗢𝗣 𝗜𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗜𝗡𝗚!! 𝗗𝗢𝗡'𝗧 𝗠𝗜𝗦𝗦 𝗢𝗨𝗧 𝗢𝗡 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗚𝗘𝗧 𝗔𝗜𝗥𝗗𝗥𝗢𝗣
Download the Bitget Wallet below, connect wallet claim points for the massive $BWB airdrop!! Sign up and deposit to earn up to $30,000 in sign up bonus rewards
👉 SIGN UP NOW https://partner.bitget.com/bg/kyle30k   
👉 https://web3.bitget.com/bwb-airdrop?code=1nBZp1

🐋 𝗘𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗪𝗛𝗔𝗟𝗘 𝗥𝗢𝗢𝗠 - 𝗞𝗬𝗟𝗘 𝗗𝗢𝗢𝗣’𝗦 𝗘𝗫𝗖𝗟𝗨𝗦𝗜𝗩𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗛𝗨𝗕!!
Get Trade Signals & Setups, Exclusive Trading Strategies & 10X Trading Challenges!!
👉 https://bit.ly/Kyle-Whale-Room 

🔥 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 - 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗢𝗡 𝟰/𝟮𝟬!!
✅ Sign up now to our partner exchanges to farm the airdrop!!
👉 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗮𝗻𝗱 𝗱𝗲𝗽𝗼𝘀𝗶𝘁 𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗹𝗼𝗙𝗶𝗻: https://partner.blofin.com/d/KyleDoops   
✅ Sign up to Whale School
👉 https://cryptoschool.cryptobanter.com/whale-school/?source=kyle 

✅  More ways to farm the airdrop and get more $GUMMY
👉 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗕𝘂𝗯𝗯𝗹𝗲𝘀 𝗔𝗶𝗿𝗱𝗿𝗼𝗽: https://bit.ly/BB_Kyle 
👉 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗳𝗼𝗿 𝗪𝗵𝗮𝗹𝗲 𝗥𝗼𝗼𝗺: https://bit.ly/Kyle-Whale-Room  

🔊 Stay tuned for all the launch details!
👉 𝗙𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 𝗼𝗻 𝗧𝘄𝗶𝘁𝘁𝗲𝗿: https://twitter.com/gummyonsolana  
👉 𝗖𝗵𝗲𝗰𝗸 𝗼𝘂𝘁 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 𝗪𝗲𝗯𝘀𝗶𝘁𝗲: https://gummyonsol.com/

🫧 𝗕��𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗕𝗨𝗕𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗦 - 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗔 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗖𝗢𝗜𝗡 𝗪𝗜𝗧𝗛 𝗕𝗔𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗕𝗨𝗕𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗦!! 𝗣𝗥𝗘𝗗𝗜𝗖𝗧 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗣𝗥𝗜𝗖𝗘 𝗡𝗢𝗪!
Go to Banter Bubbles and predict the price of Bitcoin on May 15, 2024, at 00:00 EST on Coinbase and win. 
👉 WIN a Bitcoin: https://bit.ly/BB_Kyle  

🐋 𝗪𝗛𝗔𝗟𝗘 𝗦𝗖𝗛𝗢𝗢𝗟 - 𝗨𝗡𝗟𝗢𝗖𝗞 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗘𝗗𝗨𝗖𝗔𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗔𝗟 𝗦𝗘𝗖𝗥𝗘𝗧𝗦 𝗢𝗙 𝗖𝗥𝗬𝗣𝗧𝗢 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚!!
Beat 99% of Traders! Learn Pro Strategies, Technical Analysis & MUCH MORE! 
Spots are LIMITED - Sign up TODAY 
👉 https://cryptoschool.cryptobanter.com/whale-school/?source=kyle 


- - -

👾 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗗𝗶𝘀𝗰𝗼𝗿𝗱 𝗜𝘀 𝗪𝗵𝗲𝗿e 𝗜𝘁’𝘀 𝗔𝘁!
👉 https://discord.gg/banterhub
💥 Exclusive Crypto Trading Charts, Content, and Giveaways!

🗞️ 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗳𝗼𝗿 𝗼𝘂𝗿 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗡𝗲𝘄𝘀𝗹𝗲𝘁𝘁𝗲𝗿𝘀 𝗛𝗲𝗿𝗲!
📬 𝗧𝗵𝗲 𝗗𝗮𝗶𝗹𝘆 𝗖𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗹𝗲 - https://dailycandle.substack.com/ 
📬 𝗚𝗼𝗼𝗱 𝗠𝗼𝗿𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 - https://goodmorningcrypto.substack.com/

📣 𝗛𝗼𝘀𝘁 𝗖𝗵𝗮𝗻𝗻𝗲𝗹𝘀:
👉 𝗞𝘆𝗹𝗲 𝗗𝗼𝗼𝗽𝘀 𝗼𝗻 𝗫: https://twitter.com/kyledoops
👉 𝗜𝗻𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗴𝗿𝗮𝗺: https://www.instagram.com/kyledoops_official/

- - -

🌎 𝗝𝗢𝗜𝗡 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗚𝗟𝗢𝗕𝗔𝗟 𝗕𝗔𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗙𝗔𝗠!
- All official social accounts can be found here
👉 https://www.cryptobanter.com/community/ 

👁️🗨️ 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗮𝗯𝗶𝗱𝗲 𝗯𝘆 𝘁𝗵𝗲 𝗳𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗰𝗼𝗱𝗲 𝗼𝗳 𝗰𝗼𝗻𝗱𝘂𝗰𝘁:
 - https://www.cryptobanter.com/our-ethics/

⚠️ 𝗕𝗘𝗪𝗔𝗥𝗘 𝗢𝗙 𝗦𝗖𝗔𝗠𝗠𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗜𝗡 𝗢𝗨𝗥 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗠𝗘𝗡𝗧𝗦 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗠𝗨𝗡𝗜𝗧𝗬 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦

- - - 

Crypto Banter is a live streaming channel that brings you the hottest crypto news, market updates, and fundamentals of the world of digital assets – “straight out of the bull’s mouth”!! Join the fastest-growing crypto trading community to get notified on the most profitable trades and the latest crypto market update & news!!

𝗗𝗶𝘀𝗰𝗹𝗮𝗶𝗺𝗲𝗿:
Crypto Banter is a social podcast for entertainment purposes only.
All opinions expressed by the hosts, guests and callers should not be construed as financial advice. Views expressed by guests and hosts do not reflect the views of the station. Listeners are encouraged to do their own research.

#CryptoMarket #BitcoinPrice #CryptoTrading 

⏱𝗧𝗶𝗺𝗲𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗺𝗽𝘀:
00:00 Bitcoin Halving Countdown & BTC Short Squeeze
01:25 Banter Bubbles - Altcoin Prices Today
02:00 Bitcoin Market Cycles - Bollinger Bands
04:29 BTC Asymmetrical Bet & Next Bitcoin Price Targets
09:39 Bitcoin RSI Levels & Expected Price Action
12:30 Short Squeeze - Hedge Fund Shorting the Market
15:10 Trading Bitcoin - BTC Technical Analysis

🎬𝗠𝗼𝗿𝗲 𝗩𝗶𝗱𝗲𝗼𝘀 𝘄𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗞𝘆𝗹𝗲 𝗗𝗼𝗼𝗽𝘀: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLmOv2_vzOoGcDGeu-HHfifExgbvmPLO3l

🔎𝗥𝗲𝗹𝗮𝘁𝗲𝗱 𝗦𝗲𝗮𝗿𝗰𝗵𝗲𝘀: Bitcoin -- Crypto - Bitcoin Price - Trading Bitcoin - Altcoins - Trading Altcoins - Crypto Trading - Bitcoin Technical Analysis - Trading Ethereum - Bitcoin Price Analysis - Trading ETH/BTC - Crypto Market Update - Crypto News - Bitcoin Pump


		https://wn.com/Proof_That_Bitcoin_Could_Pump_To_90,000_In_The_Next_4_Weeks
		


             
                
                    Today, Kyledoops shares his thoughts on why we may be moments away from the biggest short squeeze in Bitcoin's history. Join Kyle live to find out how he is planning to trade this move. Don't miss out!!

🔥 𝗕𝗬𝗕𝗜𝗧 - 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗥𝗜𝗚𝗛𝗧 𝗡𝗢𝗪 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢 $𝟯𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗜𝗡 𝗗𝗘𝗣𝗢𝗦𝗜𝗧 𝗕𝗢𝗡𝗨𝗦𝗘𝗦 !!!
Deposit, Trade & Earn Up to $30,000 in bonuses!! It’s just too easy 
[European Users Exclusive, Get an additional 1% on your deposit bonuses, capped at $500]
👉 https://bit.ly/bybit-kyledoops 

🔥 𝗦𝗘𝗥𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝟯 𝗢𝗙 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗧𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗣𝗘𝗧𝗜𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗜𝗦 𝗟𝗜𝗩𝗘!! $𝟮,𝟬𝟬𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗧𝗢 𝗕𝗘 𝗪𝗢𝗡!
Registration ends on 9 April! The competition ends on 10 April!! Prize pool up to 2,000,000 USDT, BTC rewards, 10% taker fee discount + Dubai gala tickets to be won!
👉 Comp Details: https://bit.ly/3O63oIF

🔥 𝗔𝗘𝗩𝗢 - 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘 𝗣𝗘𝗥𝗣𝗦 𝗢𝗡 𝗔𝗟𝗧𝗦 𝗕𝗘𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗘 𝗧𝗛𝗘𝗬 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛!! 𝗡𝗢 𝗞𝗬𝗖!! 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢𝗗𝗔𝗬 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗬𝗢𝗨 𝗖𝗔𝗡 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗔𝗡 𝗔𝗣𝗣𝗟𝗘 𝗩𝗜𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗣𝗥𝗢 
👉 https://app.aevo.xyz/r/cryptobanter3  

🔥 𝗖𝗢𝗜𝗡𝗪 - 𝗞𝗬𝗖 𝗔 𝗣𝗥𝗢𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗠? 𝗡𝗢𝗧 𝗔𝗡𝗬𝗠𝗢𝗥𝗘
Trade the Easter Giveaway with CoinW to WIN Epic Prizes!! Comp ends 10 April! Details below. Sign up with CoinW to Claim up to 30,050 USDT in Cash & Bonuses
👉 Sign Up NOW:  https://bit.ly/3RGMqkP 
👉 Easter Competition: https://coinw.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/29658275040153 

🔥 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗚𝗘𝗧 - 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗦𝗜𝗩𝗘 $𝗕𝗪𝗕 𝗔𝗜𝗥𝗗𝗥𝗢𝗣 𝗜𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗜𝗡𝗚!! 𝗗𝗢𝗡'𝗧 𝗠𝗜𝗦𝗦 𝗢𝗨𝗧 𝗢𝗡 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗚𝗘𝗧 𝗔𝗜𝗥𝗗𝗥𝗢𝗣
Download the Bitget Wallet below, connect wallet claim points for the massive $BWB airdrop!! Sign up and deposit to earn up to $30,000 in sign up bonus rewards
👉 SIGN UP NOW https://partner.bitget.com/bg/kyle30k   
👉 https://web3.bitget.com/bwb-airdrop?code=1nBZp1

🐋 𝗘𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗪𝗛𝗔𝗟𝗘 𝗥𝗢𝗢𝗠 - 𝗞𝗬𝗟𝗘 𝗗𝗢𝗢𝗣’𝗦 𝗘𝗫𝗖𝗟𝗨𝗦𝗜𝗩𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗛𝗨𝗕!!
Get Trade Signals & Setups, Exclusive Trading Strategies & 10X Trading Challenges!!
👉 https://bit.ly/Kyle-Whale-Room 

🔥 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 - 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗢𝗡 𝟰/𝟮𝟬!!
✅ Sign up now to our partner exchanges to farm the airdrop!!
👉 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗮𝗻𝗱 𝗱𝗲𝗽𝗼𝘀𝗶𝘁 𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗹𝗼𝗙𝗶𝗻: https://partner.blofin.com/d/KyleDoops   
✅ Sign up to Whale School
👉 https://cryptoschool.cryptobanter.com/whale-school/?source=kyle 

✅  More ways to farm the airdrop and get more $GUMMY
👉 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗕𝘂𝗯𝗯𝗹𝗲𝘀 𝗔𝗶𝗿𝗱𝗿𝗼𝗽: https://bit.ly/BB_Kyle 
👉 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗳𝗼𝗿 𝗪𝗵𝗮𝗹𝗲 𝗥𝗼𝗼𝗺: https://bit.ly/Kyle-Whale-Room  

🔊 Stay tuned for all the launch details!
👉 𝗙𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 𝗼𝗻 𝗧𝘄𝗶𝘁𝘁𝗲𝗿: https://twitter.com/gummyonsolana  
👉 𝗖𝗵𝗲𝗰𝗸 𝗼𝘂𝘁 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 𝗪𝗲𝗯𝘀𝗶𝘁𝗲: https://gummyonsol.com/

🫧 𝗕��𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗕𝗨𝗕𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗦 - 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗔 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗖𝗢𝗜𝗡 𝗪𝗜𝗧𝗛 𝗕𝗔𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗕𝗨𝗕𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗦!! 𝗣𝗥𝗘𝗗𝗜𝗖𝗧 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗣𝗥𝗜𝗖𝗘 𝗡𝗢𝗪!
Go to Banter Bubbles and predict the price of Bitcoin on May 15, 2024, at 00:00 EST on Coinbase and win. 
👉 WIN a Bitcoin: https://bit.ly/BB_Kyle  

🐋 𝗪𝗛𝗔𝗟𝗘 𝗦𝗖𝗛𝗢𝗢𝗟 - 𝗨𝗡𝗟𝗢𝗖𝗞 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗘𝗗𝗨𝗖𝗔𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗔𝗟 𝗦𝗘𝗖𝗥𝗘𝗧𝗦 𝗢𝗙 𝗖𝗥𝗬𝗣𝗧𝗢 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚!!
Beat 99% of Traders! Learn Pro Strategies, Technical Analysis & MUCH MORE! 
Spots are LIMITED - Sign up TODAY 
👉 https://cryptoschool.cryptobanter.com/whale-school/?source=kyle 


- - -

👾 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗗𝗶𝘀𝗰𝗼𝗿𝗱 𝗜𝘀 𝗪𝗵𝗲𝗿e 𝗜𝘁’𝘀 𝗔𝘁!
👉 https://discord.gg/banterhub
💥 Exclusive Crypto Trading Charts, Content, and Giveaways!

🗞️ 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗳𝗼𝗿 𝗼𝘂𝗿 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗡𝗲𝘄𝘀𝗹𝗲𝘁𝘁𝗲𝗿𝘀 𝗛𝗲𝗿𝗲!
📬 𝗧𝗵𝗲 𝗗𝗮𝗶𝗹𝘆 𝗖𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗹𝗲 - https://dailycandle.substack.com/ 
📬 𝗚𝗼𝗼𝗱 𝗠𝗼𝗿𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 - https://goodmorningcrypto.substack.com/

📣 𝗛𝗼𝘀𝘁 𝗖𝗵𝗮𝗻𝗻𝗲𝗹𝘀:
👉 𝗞𝘆𝗹𝗲 𝗗𝗼𝗼𝗽𝘀 𝗼𝗻 𝗫: https://twitter.com/kyledoops
👉 𝗜𝗻𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗴𝗿𝗮𝗺: https://www.instagram.com/kyledoops_official/

- - -

🌎 𝗝𝗢𝗜𝗡 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗚𝗟𝗢𝗕𝗔𝗟 𝗕𝗔𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗙𝗔𝗠!
- All official social accounts can be found here
👉 https://www.cryptobanter.com/community/ 

👁️🗨️ 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗮𝗯𝗶𝗱𝗲 𝗯𝘆 𝘁𝗵𝗲 𝗳𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗰𝗼𝗱𝗲 𝗼𝗳 𝗰𝗼𝗻𝗱𝘂𝗰𝘁:
 - https://www.cryptobanter.com/our-ethics/

⚠️ 𝗕𝗘𝗪𝗔𝗥𝗘 𝗢𝗙 𝗦𝗖𝗔𝗠𝗠𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗜𝗡 𝗢𝗨𝗥 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗠𝗘𝗡𝗧𝗦 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗠𝗨𝗡𝗜𝗧𝗬 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦

- - - 

Crypto Banter is a live streaming channel that brings you the hottest crypto news, market updates, and fundamentals of the world of digital assets – “straight out of the bull’s mouth”!! Join the fastest-growing crypto trading community to get notified on the most profitable trades and the latest crypto market update & news!!

𝗗𝗶𝘀𝗰𝗹𝗮𝗶𝗺𝗲𝗿:
Crypto Banter is a social podcast for entertainment purposes only.
All opinions expressed by the hosts, guests and callers should not be construed as financial advice. Views expressed by guests and hosts do not reflect the views of the station. Listeners are encouraged to do their own research.

#CryptoMarket #BitcoinPrice #CryptoTrading 

⏱𝗧𝗶𝗺𝗲𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗺𝗽𝘀:
00:00 Bitcoin Halving Countdown & BTC Short Squeeze
01:25 Banter Bubbles - Altcoin Prices Today
02:00 Bitcoin Market Cycles - Bollinger Bands
04:29 BTC Asymmetrical Bet & Next Bitcoin Price Targets
09:39 Bitcoin RSI Levels & Expected Price Action
12:30 Short Squeeze - Hedge Fund Shorting the Market
15:10 Trading Bitcoin - BTC Technical Analysis

🎬𝗠𝗼𝗿𝗲 𝗩𝗶𝗱𝗲𝗼𝘀 𝘄𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗞𝘆𝗹𝗲 𝗗𝗼𝗼𝗽𝘀: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLmOv2_vzOoGcDGeu-HHfifExgbvmPLO3l

🔎𝗥𝗲𝗹𝗮𝘁𝗲𝗱 𝗦𝗲𝗮𝗿𝗰𝗵𝗲𝘀: Bitcoin -- Crypto - Bitcoin Price - Trading Bitcoin - Altcoins - Trading Altcoins - Crypto Trading - Bitcoin Technical Analysis - Trading Ethereum - Bitcoin Price Analysis - Trading ETH/BTC - Crypto Market Update - Crypto News - Bitcoin Pump
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         ⚡️ META SIGNALS ►► https://metasignals.io/nft 
👾 LIFETIME ACCESS (LIMITED SPACE)
🤖 Automate Your Trading & Strategy Creation + the Krown VMP Indicator bundle as...

         ⚡️ META SIGNALS ►► https://metasignals.io/nft 
👾 LIFETIME ACCESS (LIMITED SPACE)
🤖 Automate Your Trading & Strategy Creation + the Krown VMP Indicator bundle as an included bonus: krown-trading.teachable.com/p/krown-quant-automation/

🟣 Get the Krown VMP + Daily Statistics + Entropy Deviation + Oracle Pro & MORE. All In One Single Package With A FREE Trial For 7 Days - https://chartprime.com/krown

🟧Best Futures Trading Exchange (Signup Bonuses Included) https://partner.bybit.com/b/Cave

❎ApeX Decentralized Exchange (5% lifetime fee reduction) - https://pro.apex.exchange/trade/BTC-USDC/register?affiliate_id=323&group_id=548

📗All Educational Products & Indicators - krown-trading.teachable.com

Full Disclosure - this is a referral link

How To Create A Strategy For Trading - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eZUjWG0pb8

Cave Discord Trading Community - https://discord.gg/W9ettX54DF
Twitter Updates - https://twitter.com/KrownCryptoCave


🛠️Tools Used🛠️

🛠️HPDR BUNDLE (HPDR, HPDR V, HPDR Bands, HPDR Oscillator & HPDR Cones) - Statistically Driven Range & Returns Identifier
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/the-hpdr-bundle/

🛠️Advanced Stochastic - Reverse Stochastic + Stochastic Volatility & DMI
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/the-advanced-stochastic-package1

🛠️Caretaker's RSI - Automated RSI Divergence Signals 
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/caretaker-s-rsi-divergence-indicator/

TradingView Charting Software I use (DISCOUNT) - https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=11546


📖Educational Programs📖

📖The Systematic Trading & Quantitative Analysis Program (best for those who want to learn how to create their own trading systems with a working model)
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/technical-analysis-quantitative-statistics 


📖Neophyte's Initiation to Trading & Technical Analysis
https://krown-trading.teachable.com/p/neophyte-s-introduction-to-trading-technical-analysis

This is the complete beginner's program aimed at those just getting their feet wet in the world of trading. This will not be a good fit for intermediate or advanced traders.


📖Master Your Options
https://krown-trading.teachable.com/p/master-your-options

Fully focused on Options trading strategies, not for beginners.


Instagram Updates - https://instagram.com/EricRussellCrown


TradingView Charting Software I Use - https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=11546




Twitter - https://twitter.com/KrownCryptoCave


Disclaimer
Please understand that leverage trading is very risky and around 80% of people who leverage trade have a net loss over a long time frame.
Do not trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical region.
The content in this video are only intended for entertainment purposes only. Please do your own due diligence when making decisions for yourself.



#Bitcoin #BTC #Crypto

Disclaimer - The content in this video and on this channel are not intended to be financial advice. The content in this video and on this channel are only intended for entertainment purposes only!

Bitcoin,BITCOIN,Bitcoin price,bitcoin price,BITCOIN price,Bitcoin krown,bitcoin krown,BITCOIN krown,Bitcoin today,BITCOIN today,Bitcoin price today,BITCOIN price today,bitcoin price today,eric krown,krown crypto,bitcoin price krown,Bitcoin risk,bitcoin risk,BITCOIN risk,Bitcoin price risk,BITCOIN price risk,bitcoin price risk,Bitcoin price krown,BITCOIN price krown,bitcoin beware price,Bitcoin beware price,Bitcoin beware,bitcoin beware
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bitcoin,bitcoin price prediction,bear market,btc ta,bitcoin price,bitcoin news today,bitcoin technical analysis,bitcoin analysis today,bitcoin trading,btc,when to buy cryptocurrency,when to buy bitcoin,when to buy crypto,bitcoin bull market,bull market,bitcoin bear market,ethereum,bitcoin statistics,bitcoin price statistics,krown crypto,eric krown,eth,Bitcoin,BITCOIN,Bitcoin price,Bitcoin price statistics,BITCOIN price,BTC price today,bitcoin ta


For Business Inquires Please Contact - Support@Krowntrading.net
For Interview Inquiries Please Contact - Eric@Krowntrading.net
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Twitter Updates - https://twitter.com/KrownCryptoCave
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TradingView Charting Software I use (DISCOUNT) - https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=11546


📖Educational Programs📖

📖The Systematic Trading & Quantitative Analysis Program (best for those who want to learn how to create their own trading systems with a working model)
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/technical-analysis-quantitative-statistics 


📖Neophyte's Initiation to Trading & Technical Analysis
https://krown-trading.teachable.com/p/neophyte-s-introduction-to-trading-technical-analysis

This is the complete beginner's program aimed at those just getting their feet wet in the world of trading. This will not be a good fit for intermediate or advanced traders.


📖Master Your Options
https://krown-trading.teachable.com/p/master-your-options

Fully focused on Options trading strategies, not for beginners.


Instagram Updates - https://instagram.com/EricRussellCrown


TradingView Charting Software I Use - https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=11546




Twitter - https://twitter.com/KrownCryptoCave


Disclaimer
Please understand that leverage trading is very risky and around 80% of people who leverage trade have a net loss over a long time frame.
Do not trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical region.
The content in this video are only intended for entertainment purposes only. Please do your own due diligence when making decisions for yourself.



#Bitcoin #BTC #Crypto

Disclaimer - The content in this video and on this channel are not intended to be financial advice. The content in this video and on this channel are only intended for entertainment purposes only!
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         🚀 Join our waitlist here 👉 https://brianjung.org/JoinKaizen

📰 100X Altcoin Gems Report Card 👉 https://www.brianjung.co/newsletter


BingX $5000 Bonus + Largest...

         🚀 Join our waitlist here 👉 https://brianjung.org/JoinKaizen

📰 100X Altcoin Gems Report Card 👉 https://www.brianjung.co/newsletter


BingX $5000 Bonus + Largest Altcoin Selection (VPN Required )👉 https://bingx.com/partner/kaizentrading

💰 Get $200 in Free Crypto when you sign up and trade here 👉 https://brianjung.org/Coinbase

🔐 Get 83% Off + 3 Months Free VPN Deal here 👉 https://brianjung.org/SurfShark

Video Outline
0:00 ⚡️ Details of Bitcoin halving will lead to historic crypto bull run
3:48 ⚖️ Analysis of Bitcoin's price drop and how it affects altcoins
7:58 ⬆️ Upcoming market events that will drive the next bull run
11:34 💰 Introduction to Market Caps on Crypto Projects
15:23 ⚔️ Navigating the volatile crypto markets as a new investor
19:09 💡 Improvements in Coinbase's infrastructure to address challenges faced by investors
23:01 📈 Aerodrome has significant growth potential in the cryptocurrency market.
27:13 ⭐ Unique benefits of meme coins in the cryptocurrency market
30:49 💰 Opportunities in emerging crypto projects with potential for growth and diversification.
34:52 💰 Promising cryptocurrencies for investment potential and real estate opportunities.
38:53 ⬆️ Bullish on Higher due to high trading volume, potential oversold territory, and organic marketing appeal.
42:38 ⚡ Blockchain project Ando backed by major investors with $1 billion market cap and low circulating supply.
46:26 ⚔️ Having faith over fear leads to victory, whether in life or in crypto.

Social Media:
⮕ 🖤 Follow Me on Twitter: https://twitter.com/thebrianjung
⮕ 🖤 Follow Me on IG: https://www.instagram.com/creditbrian
⮕ 🖤 Website: https://www.brianjung.co
—
Advertiser Disclosure:
This video may contain links through which we are compensated when you click on or are approved for offers. The information in this video was not provided by any of the companies mentioned and has not been reviewed, approved, or otherwise endorsed by any of these entities.
Offers are current only as the time of the video publishing date and may have changed by the time you watch it.

Disclaimer: Please note, that the information provided in this video is for educational and entertainment purposes only. It is not financial advice. Cryptocurrency investments are extremely risky and highly speculative, involving significant potential for loss due to market volatility. Do NOT invest more than you are able to lose. I am not a financial advisor, and my views should not be taken as financial guidance. Always do your own research and consult with a professional before making any investment decisions. Remember, your investments are solely your responsibility, and I will not be liable for any losses or damages arising from your decisions based on this content.

Check Out My Current Crypto Investments here 👉 https://brianjung.org/CryptoInvestments
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         ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI...

         ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI

✅🚨 ►[ Join Crypto Red Alerts and earn free PT]◄ 🚨✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
https://phemex.com/phemex-pulse/invite-friends-group?groupID=OYCuvXlDSgjlD1_zCugjsQ&memberId=HvehutCvHeaUkBswDmKYMA

✅BINGX EXCHANGE✅ UP TO $8,000 DEPOSIT BONUS
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
https://bingx.com/partner/Tylerscrypto/4SGKI3
✅💰► https://bingx.com/invite/4XEHZX ◄💰✅

✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
Ticker: TSC
TSC Pool ID:
pool1mg37s4w4uzsmw27nsnz2mwfll8sdawngvy3n657t7nd0yjcd77e 
HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if used - at no extra cost to you

✅ MY ONLY INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tylerstrejilevich

► 💰DEALS, BONUSES AND MORE💰 ◄
✅  https://tylerscrypto.com ✅ 

Sponsored by Phemex

DO NOT Trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical location

BEWARE OF IMPERSONATORS PRETENDING TO BE ME IN THE COMMENTS!! NEVER SEND ANYONE IN YOUTUBE COMMENTS YOUR CRYPTO! I WILL NOT CONTACT YOU ON ANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS!! - THERE ARE DOZENS OF INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER IMPERSONATORS THAT WILL MESSAGE YOU TO STEAL YOUR CRYPTO, WHILE PRETENDING TO BE ME

Disclaimer:  The information I discuss in the videos on this channel are only the views of myself and are not to be taken as financial advice. The purpose of these videos are to promote discussion and interest in the crypto-space. Also, we like to make jokes! Affiliate Links Can Provide Commission If Utilized.

bitcoin, BTC, Bitcoin price, BTC price, bitcoin price prediction, BTC 2020, btc price prediction, Bitcoin price targets, BTC TA, Bitcoin TA, bitcoin trading, bitcoin news, bitcoin news today, btc price targets, bitcoin bull run, bitcoin bull market, investing, invest, bitcoin bullish

#bitcoin #bitcointoday #bitcoinnews
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TSC Pool ID:
pool1mg37s4w4uzsmw27nsnz2mwfll8sdawngvy3n657t7nd0yjcd77e 
HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if used - at no extra cost to you

✅ MY ONLY INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tylerstrejilevich

► 💰DEALS, BONUSES AND MORE💰 ◄
✅  https://tylerscrypto.com ✅ 

Sponsored by Phemex

DO NOT Trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical location

BEWARE OF IMPERSONATORS PRETENDING TO BE ME IN THE COMMENTS!! NEVER SEND ANYONE IN YOUTUBE COMMENTS YOUR CRYPTO! I WILL NOT CONTACT YOU ON ANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS!! - THERE ARE DOZENS OF INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER IMPERSONATORS THAT WILL MESSAGE YOU TO STEAL YOUR CRYPTO, WHILE PRETENDING TO BE ME

Disclaimer:  The information I discuss in the videos on this channel are only the views of myself and are not to be taken as financial advice. The purpose of these videos are to promote discussion and interest in the crypto-space. Also, we like to make jokes! Affiliate Links Can Provide Commission If Utilized.

bitcoin, BTC, Bitcoin price, BTC price, bitcoin price prediction, BTC 2020, btc price prediction, Bitcoin price targets, BTC TA, Bitcoin TA, bitcoin trading, bitcoin news, bitcoin news today, btc price targets, bitcoin bull run, bitcoin bull market, investing, invest, bitcoin bullish
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         #bitcoin #crypto #cryptocurrencies   
Consider dropping a like if you enjoyed the video! 👍
Check out our partner, Angelblock: https://angelblock.io/
Sign up for...

         #bitcoin #crypto #cryptocurrencies   
Consider dropping a like if you enjoyed the video! 👍
Check out our partner, Angelblock: https://angelblock.io/
Sign up for the DashReport 💹➡️ http://nicholasmerten.com/dashreport/

00:00 - Intro
00:53 - Bitcoin Is Preparing For A Massive Move
02:19 - April Is Going To Be A Critical Month For Bitcoin
05:40 - What Bitcoin Needs To Spark A New Bull Market
08:05 - A Trading Strategy To Protect Gains & Maximize Returns
11:25 - Altcoin Analysis | What No One Is Telling You...
13:27 - Focus On Emerging Narratives In Crypto
17:24 - Macro Analysis | Stocks, Bonds & Commodities Forecast Danger
23:25 - Closing Remarks | Don't Fall Victim To This Mistake...

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you want me to be able to contact you in case of further issues, here's our email list: https://forms.gle/ADorNSFkkGbggJHY6

What are your thoughts on what we discussed? Feel free to leave a comment below! Thank you all so much for watching the video. If you enjoyed the video, please consider dropping a like, subscribing, and ringing the bell icon.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
👥 For advertising, consulting, speaking, or other business inquiries
reach out to us at: http://nicholasmerten.com/advertising/

Alternatively, feel free to reach us at: contactdatadash@gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WARNING:

*I WILL NEVER PURSUE PROJECTS THROUGH TELEGRAM OR OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS. CONTACT MY EMAIL LISTED BELOW FIRST AND THEN VERIFY MY IDENTITY THROUGH A VIDEO CALL BEFORE MOVING FORWARD WITH SPONSORSHIPS. THERE ARE MANY SCAMMERS IN CRYPTO. EMAIL SPOOFING IS RAMPANT, SO VERIFY MY IDENTITY THROUGH VIDEO*


*BEWARE OF SCAM COMMENTS REQUESTING YOU TO SEND FUNDS. THESE ARE IMPERSONATORS, AS WE WILL NEVER REQUEST YOU TO SEND PAYMENTS*

Disclaimer: DataDash ("Company") and The Dash Report are not an investment advisory service, nor a registered investment advisor or broker-dealer and does not purport to tell or suggest which securities or currencies customers or viewers should buy or sell for themselves. All information is for discussion and educational purposes only. The independent contractors, employees or affiliates of Company may hold positions in the stocks, currencies or industries discussed here. You understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree of risk involved in trading securities and cryptocurrencies. The Company assumes no responsibility or liability for your trading results. Factual statements on the Companies outlets are made as of the date stated and are subject to change without notice. It should not be assumed that the methods, techniques or indicators presented in these products will be profitable or that they will not result in losses. Past results of any individual trader or trading system published by the Company are not indicative of future returns by that trader or system and are not indicative of future returns which be realized by you. In addition, the indicators, strategies, columns, articles and all other features of the Company's products (collectively, the "information") are provided for informational and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice.
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         Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elli...

         Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction! In this video I talk about the Bitcoin BTC Cryptocurrency price and carry out a technical analysis. I also talk about my Bitcoin Elliott Wave count and discuss where the price could be going next.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Links:

Bitget:
Trade with Bitget: https://partner.bitget.com/bg/MoreCryptoOnline 
Receive a $15 bonus

Trade on Bybit:
Receive an up to $30,000 bonus (see terms on Bybit)
https://partner.bybit.com/b/MCO

Technical Analysis with TradingView:
https://bit.ly/Crypto_Tradingview

Set up trading bots with 3commas.io:
https://3commas.io/?c=tc1323713

Trade on Coinbase:
Receive $10 in BTC (see terms on website):
https://bit.ly/MCOinbase

Trade on Binance:
Receive a 15% fee discount (lifetime) when using this link.
https://accounts.binance.com/en/register?ref=XNWEZH08

Trade on Kucoin:
Receive a 20% fee discount:
https://www.kucoin.com/r/af/QBSSSL4T

Trade with eToro:
https://etoro.tw/3oFUKCk

Trade with Trading212:
Receive shares worth up to $100:
https://bit.ly/Trading212MCO

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Trezor:
https://bit.ly/morecryptoonline

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Ledger:
https://shop.ledger.com/?r=0fb3c8be2e46

Stay safe with NordVPN:
https://go.nordvpn.net/SH4s0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 MCO World:

You can find the Technical analysis channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsl6Z6p7GOkczo8Cv-GH6Dg

You can find our German crypto Youtube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRRrpK63KNPZMTLbv61UKRw

Please check out the More Crypto Online website:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/

Official Social Media Links:
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/morecryptoonline_official/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Morecryptoonl
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/more-crypto-online/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline membership group:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/plans-pricing  OR
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCngIhBkikUe6e7tZTjpKK7Q/join   OR
https://www.patreon.com/morecryptoonline

🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline foundational video training course:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/technical-analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
⚠️ Very important: ⚠️
- please do not reply to anyone with the MCO logo in the YouTube comments who sends you a Whatsapp number. This is scam!
- please do not join any other MCO Telegram channel than the ones you received the links for. These are all scam!
- You find the official Social Media links down below in the description section.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

☕️ Caffeine:
For additional support you can now buy me a coffee ;-):
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/morecrypto
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Financial Disclaimer:
We are no financial advisors. The ideas presented in this video are personal opinions and for entertainment purposes only. You (and only you) are responsible for the financial decisions that you make. Ideas presented in this video are my opinions at the date of recording and may have changed after recording.
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         Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails and Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱

5 day traders that lost their money in the stock and crypto market day trading. ...

         Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails and Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱

5 day traders that lost their money in the stock and crypto market day trading. Day trading using leverage is a very risky endeavor. Please do your homework and research before purchasing stocks, bonds or options. 

Contact
https://twitter.com/MRNOBODYXMOON
Facebook Group: https://bit.ly/3m4GAJG
https://www.instagram.com/jmsphn
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/jpmedia
...
BlockFi Referral Link: https://blockfi.com/?ref=9a484418
Join Celsius Network using my referral code 105733fc98 when signing up and earn $40 in BTC with your first transfer of $400 or more! 
https://celsiusnetwork.app.link/105733fc98

****Please note that all of the above are referral links and I will receive a small commission if you sign up using any of these links at no extra cost to you. All referrals are for products that I believe in and use personally.

All materials in these videos are used for educational purposes and fall within the guidelines of fair use. No copyright infringement intended. If you are or represent the copyright owner of materials used in this video and have a problem with the use of said material, please send me an email.

Fair use is a legal doctrine that promotes freedom of expression by permitting the unlicensed use of copyright-protected works in certain circumstances. Section 107 of the Copyright Act provides the statutory framework for determining whether something is a fair use and identifies certain types of uses—such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research—as examples of activities that may qualify as fair use.

(Disclaimer: This channel has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not intended to be used as an only source to invest in different companies. Individuals should never invest in the securities of any of the companies’ talked on this channel as a guaranteed way to make money. Don’t just use this channel to invest. Please assume that all information provided regarding companies and their securities is not trustworthy unless verified by their own research. Invest wisely and use this channel to help!)
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         Like tens of millions of people, in 2017 Peter McCormack decided to get involved in Bitcoin -- the digital cryptocurrency that allows for direct, transparent fi...

         Like tens of millions of people, in 2017 Peter McCormack decided to get involved in Bitcoin -- the digital cryptocurrency that allows for direct, transparent financial transactions without a central bank. Unlike most people, he became a millionaire. Riding the highs of cryptocurrency trading, Peter began living a life of luxury, convinced he had figured out the secret of easy wealth. But just as soon as he had become a Bitcoin millionaire, he lost it all again. Now, armed with expert knowledge from his Bitcoin podcast, he's investing smarter and still all in one HODLing Bitcoin to the moon.

Click here to subscribe to VICE: http://bit.ly/Subscribe-to-VICE

About VICE:
The Definitive Guide To Enlightening Information. From every corner of the planet, our immersive, caustic, ground-breaking and often bizarre stories have changed the way people think about culture, crime, art, parties, fashion, protest, the internet and other subjects that don't even have names yet. Browse the growing library and discover corners of the world you never knew existed. Welcome to VICE.

Connect with VICE:
Check out our full video catalog: http://bit.ly/VICE-Videos
Videos, daily editorial and more: http://vice.com
More videos from the VICE network: https://www.fb.com/vicevideo
Click here to get the best of VICE daily: http://bit.ly/1SquZ6v
Like VICE on Facebook: http://fb.com/vice
Follow VICE on Twitter: http://twitter.com/vice
Follow us on Instagram: http://instagram.com/vice

The VICE YouTube Network:
VICE: https://www.youtube.com/VICE
MUNCHIES: https://www.youtube.com/MUNCHIES 
VICE News: https://www.youtube.com/VICENews
VICELAND: https://www.youtube.com/VICELANDTV
Broadly: https://www.youtube.com/Broadly
Noisey: https://www.youtube.com/Noisey
Motherboard: https://www.youtube.com/MotherboardTV 
VICE Sports: https://www.youtube.com/NOC
i-D: http://www.youtube.com/iDmagazine 
Waypoint: https://www.youtube.com/WaypointVICE
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         Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, NFT's, all explained in one simple guide!  Do consider subscribing if you enjoyed! 

It would make my day if you could also follow ...

         Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, NFT's, all explained in one simple guide!  Do consider subscribing if you enjoyed! 

It would make my day if you could also follow me on:
🌈 Instagram: https://goo.gl/OUqBBa
🐦 Twitter: https://goo.gl/EFhwqL
😊 Facebook: https://goo.gl/Aluzl1

Amazon Affiliate links:
Amazon US: https://goo.gl/3yS2aP
Amazon UK: https://goo.gl/gvrsGZ

My Filming Gear:
https://bit.ly/35CuxwI

Music is from Epidemic sound:
http://share.epidemicsound.com/pHDFT
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         📲 Insider Info in my Socials 👉 https://guy.coinbureau.com/socials/
🎁 Coin Bureau Deals 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/deals/
👕 Merch Store 👉 https://store.coinbur...

         📲 Insider Info in my Socials 👉 https://guy.coinbureau.com/socials/
🎁 Coin Bureau Deals 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/deals/
👕 Merch Store 👉 https://store.coinbureau.com
🔥 TOP Crypto TIPS In My Newsletter 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/newsletter-signup/

~~~~~

📺Essential Videos📺

Central Bank Digital Currencies Explained 👉  https://youtu.be/_ErRWQWPs8Q
Best Cryptocurrency Hardware Wallets 👉 https://youtu.be/_t3Brlb0qzQ
Fiat Ponzi Scheme 👉 https://youtu.be/L_f6R0DHNH0
How To Research Cryptocurrency 👉 https://youtu.be/HCLWDGYnAzk
Bitcoin Bad For The Environment? 👉 https://youtu.be/DidAwxWaDKI

~~~~~

- TIMESTAMPS -
0:00 Intro
2:11 Cryptocurrency 101  
6:08 Questions About Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, etc. 
9:15 Cryptocurrency Safety & Criminal Use Concerns 
13:15 Explaining Cryptocurrency Price & Value 
17:38 “Which Cryptocurrencies Should I Buy?”
21:32 Conclusion  

~~~~~

⛓️ 🔗 Useful Links 🔗 ⛓️

► Why Cash Is Trash: https://wtfhappenedin1971.com/
► Dogecoin Explained: https://www.coinbureau.com/review/dogecoin-doge/
► Circle USDC Website: https://www.circle.com/en/usdc
► Paxos PAX Gold Website: https://www.paxos.com/paxgold/
► Bitcoin Use In Crime: https://www.forbes.com/sites/haileylennon/2021/01/19/the-false-narrative-of-bitcoins-role-in-illicit-activity/
► Bitcoin Stock To Flow: https://www.lookintobitcoin.com/charts/stock-to-flow-model/
► Cryptocurrency Lending And Borrowing Explained: https://www.coinbureau.com/review/aave-lend/
► Visa USDC On Ethereum: https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/99639/visa-now-settles-payments-in-usdc-stablecoin-ethereum

~~~~~

👨🏫Cryptocurrency 101👨🏫 

Put simply, cryptocurrencies are like regular currencies except they’re entirely digital. Each individual cryptocurrency coin is fundamentally just a collection of numbers and letters

This sounds complicated, but it’s actually not far off from what we see with currencies today. Bills have serial numbers, and bank accounts have account numbers

Cryptocurrencies are basically like serial numbers without the physical bill, and cryptocurrency wallets are like bank account numbers without your name attached to them

Instead of the bank or government keeping track of your wallet balance, this is done by computers that connect to a cryptocurrency network to process transactions and earn cryptocurrency for doing so

🙋♂Questions About Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum etc.🙋♂
  
Broadly speaking there are two types of cryptocurrencies: coins and tokens. Cryptocurrency coins belong to cryptocurrency networks that were built from the ground up

Because cryptocurrency networks are so hard to make from scratch, only a few dozen cryptocurrencies are actually coins. The rest are cryptocurrency tokens

The most important thing to remember about cryptocurrency tokens is that a lot of them are nothing more than scams. This is primarily because cryptocurrency tokens are so easy to create

⚖Cryptocurrency Safety And Criminal Use Concerns⚖ 
   
For starters, not all cryptocurrencies are created equal. Some cryptocurrencies are built to prioritize speed over security, and usually the consequences of that play out quite quickly

When it comes to the criminal activities, it is true that ransom demands made by hackers often involve some kind of cryptocurrency. However, these cryptocurrencies always get swapped to privacy coins

💰Explaining Cryptocurrency Price And Value💰 

Bitcoin has value because its BTC coin has an economic profile to gold. It has a maximum supply and only a small amount of BTC is created each day, and that amount is cut in half every 4 years

Cryptocurrencies like Ethereum’s ETH have value because they are required to pay for the transaction fees associated with minting and moving tokens as well as using decentralized applications

🤑“Okay, Which Cryptocurrencies Should I Buy?”🤑

Before you answer that question, you must remember to emphasize that nothing you tell them is financial or investment advice

Which cryptocurrencies you decide to invest in boils down to your timeline and risk tolerance. Make sure not to mix up market cap with price potential, and always do your own research. 

~~~~~

📜 Disclaimer 📜

The information contained herein is for informational purposes only. Nothing herein shall be construed to be financial legal or tax advice. The content of this video is solely the opinions of the speaker who is not a licensed financial advisor or registered investment advisor. Trading cryptocurrencies poses considerable risk of loss. The speaker does not guarantee any particular outcome

#Bitcoin #crypto #guide #explain #blockchain #teach #noobs
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                    📲 Insider Info in my Socials 👉 https://guy.coinbureau.com/socials/
🎁 Coin Bureau Deals 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/deals/
👕 Merch Store 👉 https://store.coinbureau.com
🔥 TOP Crypto TIPS In My Newsletter 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/newsletter-signup/

~~~~~

📺Essential Videos📺

Central Bank Digital Currencies Explained 👉  https://youtu.be/_ErRWQWPs8Q
Best Cryptocurrency Hardware Wallets 👉 https://youtu.be/_t3Brlb0qzQ
Fiat Ponzi Scheme 👉 https://youtu.be/L_f6R0DHNH0
How To Research Cryptocurrency 👉 https://youtu.be/HCLWDGYnAzk
Bitcoin Bad For The Environment? 👉 https://youtu.be/DidAwxWaDKI

~~~~~
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                Proof That Bitcoin Could Pump To $90,000 In The Next 4 Weeks!

                Today, Kyledoops shares his thoughts on why we may be moments away from the biggest short ...
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                    Today, Kyledoops shares his thoughts on why we may be moments away from the biggest short squeeze in Bitcoin's history. Join Kyle live to find out how he is planning to trade this move. Don't miss out!!

🔥 𝗕𝗬𝗕𝗜𝗧 - 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗥𝗜𝗚𝗛𝗧 𝗡𝗢𝗪 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢 $𝟯𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗜𝗡 𝗗𝗘𝗣𝗢𝗦𝗜𝗧 𝗕𝗢𝗡𝗨𝗦𝗘𝗦 !!!
Deposit, Trade & Earn Up to $30,000 in bonuses!! It’s just too easy 
[European Users Exclusive, Get an additional 1% on your deposit bonuses, capped at $500]
👉 https://bit.ly/bybit-kyledoops 

🔥 𝗦𝗘𝗥𝗜𝗘𝗦 𝟯 𝗢𝗙 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗧𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗣𝗘𝗧𝗜𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗜𝗦 𝗟𝗜𝗩𝗘!! $𝟮,𝟬𝟬𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗧𝗢 𝗕𝗘 𝗪𝗢𝗡!
Registration ends on 9 April! The competition ends on 10 April!! Prize pool up to 2,000,000 USDT, BTC rewards, 10% taker fee discount + Dubai gala tickets to be won!
👉 Comp Details: https://bit.ly/3O63oIF

🔥 𝗔𝗘𝗩𝗢 - 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗘 𝗣𝗘𝗥𝗣𝗦 𝗢𝗡 𝗔𝗟𝗧𝗦 𝗕𝗘𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗘 𝗧𝗛𝗘𝗬 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛!! 𝗡𝗢 𝗞𝗬𝗖!! 𝗦𝗜𝗚𝗡 𝗨𝗣 𝗧𝗢𝗗𝗔𝗬 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗬𝗢𝗨 𝗖𝗔𝗡 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗔𝗡 𝗔𝗣𝗣𝗟𝗘 𝗩𝗜𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡 𝗣𝗥𝗢 
👉 https://app.aevo.xyz/r/cryptobanter3  

🔥 𝗖𝗢𝗜𝗡𝗪 - 𝗞𝗬𝗖 𝗔 𝗣𝗥𝗢𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗠? 𝗡𝗢𝗧 𝗔𝗡𝗬𝗠𝗢𝗥𝗘
Trade the Easter Giveaway with CoinW to WIN Epic Prizes!! Comp ends 10 April! Details below. Sign up with CoinW to Claim up to 30,050 USDT in Cash & Bonuses
👉 Sign Up NOW:  https://bit.ly/3RGMqkP 
👉 Easter Competition: https://coinw.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/29658275040153 

🔥 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗚𝗘𝗧 - 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗠𝗔𝗦𝗦𝗜𝗩𝗘 $𝗕𝗪𝗕 𝗔𝗜𝗥𝗗𝗥𝗢𝗣 𝗜𝗦 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗜𝗡𝗚!! 𝗗𝗢𝗡'𝗧 𝗠𝗜𝗦𝗦 𝗢𝗨𝗧 𝗢𝗡 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗚𝗘𝗧 𝗔𝗜𝗥𝗗𝗥𝗢𝗣
Download the Bitget Wallet below, connect wallet claim points for the massive $BWB airdrop!! Sign up and deposit to earn up to $30,000 in sign up bonus rewards
👉 SIGN UP NOW https://partner.bitget.com/bg/kyle30k   
👉 https://web3.bitget.com/bwb-airdrop?code=1nBZp1

🐋 𝗘𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗪𝗛𝗔𝗟𝗘 𝗥𝗢𝗢𝗠 - 𝗞𝗬𝗟𝗘 𝗗𝗢𝗢𝗣’𝗦 𝗘𝗫𝗖𝗟𝗨𝗦𝗜𝗩𝗘 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗛𝗨𝗕!!
Get Trade Signals & Setups, Exclusive Trading Strategies & 10X Trading Challenges!!
👉 https://bit.ly/Kyle-Whale-Room 

🔥 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 - 𝗟𝗔𝗨𝗡𝗖𝗛𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗢𝗡 𝟰/𝟮𝟬!!
✅ Sign up now to our partner exchanges to farm the airdrop!!
👉 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗮𝗻𝗱 𝗱𝗲𝗽𝗼𝘀𝗶𝘁 𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗹𝗼𝗙𝗶𝗻: https://partner.blofin.com/d/KyleDoops   
✅ Sign up to Whale School
👉 https://cryptoschool.cryptobanter.com/whale-school/?source=kyle 

✅  More ways to farm the airdrop and get more $GUMMY
👉 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗕𝘂𝗯𝗯𝗹𝗲𝘀 𝗔𝗶𝗿𝗱𝗿𝗼𝗽: https://bit.ly/BB_Kyle 
👉 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗳𝗼𝗿 𝗪𝗵𝗮𝗹𝗲 𝗥𝗼𝗼𝗺: https://bit.ly/Kyle-Whale-Room  

🔊 Stay tuned for all the launch details!
👉 𝗙𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 𝗼𝗻 𝗧𝘄𝗶𝘁𝘁𝗲𝗿: https://twitter.com/gummyonsolana  
👉 𝗖𝗵𝗲𝗰𝗸 𝗼𝘂𝘁 $𝗚𝗨𝗠𝗠𝗬 𝗪𝗲𝗯𝘀𝗶𝘁𝗲: https://gummyonsol.com/

🫧 𝗕��𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗕𝗨𝗕𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗦 - 𝗪𝗜𝗡 𝗔 𝗕𝗜𝗧𝗖𝗢𝗜𝗡 𝗪𝗜𝗧𝗛 𝗕𝗔𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗕𝗨𝗕𝗕𝗟𝗘𝗦!! 𝗣𝗥𝗘𝗗𝗜𝗖𝗧 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗣𝗥𝗜𝗖𝗘 𝗡𝗢𝗪!
Go to Banter Bubbles and predict the price of Bitcoin on May 15, 2024, at 00:00 EST on Coinbase and win. 
👉 WIN a Bitcoin: https://bit.ly/BB_Kyle  

🐋 𝗪𝗛𝗔𝗟𝗘 𝗦𝗖𝗛𝗢𝗢𝗟 - 𝗨𝗡𝗟𝗢𝗖𝗞 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗘𝗗𝗨𝗖𝗔𝗧𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗔𝗟 𝗦𝗘𝗖𝗥𝗘𝗧𝗦 𝗢𝗙 𝗖𝗥𝗬𝗣𝗧𝗢 𝗧𝗥𝗔𝗗𝗜𝗡𝗚!!
Beat 99% of Traders! Learn Pro Strategies, Technical Analysis & MUCH MORE! 
Spots are LIMITED - Sign up TODAY 
👉 https://cryptoschool.cryptobanter.com/whale-school/?source=kyle 


- - -

👾 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗗𝗶𝘀𝗰𝗼𝗿𝗱 𝗜𝘀 𝗪𝗵𝗲𝗿e 𝗜𝘁’𝘀 𝗔𝘁!
👉 https://discord.gg/banterhub
💥 Exclusive Crypto Trading Charts, Content, and Giveaways!

🗞️ 𝗦𝗶𝗴𝗻 𝘂𝗽 𝗳𝗼𝗿 𝗼𝘂𝗿 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗡𝗲𝘄𝘀𝗹𝗲𝘁𝘁𝗲𝗿𝘀 𝗛𝗲𝗿𝗲!
📬 𝗧𝗵𝗲 𝗗𝗮𝗶𝗹𝘆 𝗖𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗹𝗲 - https://dailycandle.substack.com/ 
📬 𝗚𝗼𝗼𝗱 𝗠𝗼𝗿𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 - https://goodmorningcrypto.substack.com/

📣 𝗛𝗼𝘀𝘁 𝗖𝗵𝗮𝗻𝗻𝗲𝗹𝘀:
👉 𝗞𝘆𝗹𝗲 𝗗𝗼𝗼𝗽𝘀 𝗼𝗻 𝗫: https://twitter.com/kyledoops
👉 𝗜𝗻𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗴𝗿𝗮𝗺: https://www.instagram.com/kyledoops_official/

- - -

🌎 𝗝𝗢𝗜𝗡 𝗧𝗛𝗘 𝗚𝗟𝗢𝗕𝗔𝗟 𝗕𝗔𝗡𝗧𝗘𝗥 𝗙𝗔𝗠!
- All official social accounts can be found here
👉 https://www.cryptobanter.com/community/ 

👁️🗨️ 𝗖𝗿𝘆𝗽𝘁𝗼 𝗕𝗮𝗻𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝗮𝗯𝗶𝗱𝗲 𝗯𝘆 𝘁𝗵𝗲 𝗳𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗰𝗼𝗱𝗲 𝗼𝗳 𝗰𝗼𝗻𝗱𝘂𝗰𝘁:
 - https://www.cryptobanter.com/our-ethics/

⚠️ 𝗕𝗘𝗪𝗔𝗥𝗘 𝗢𝗙 𝗦𝗖𝗔𝗠𝗠𝗘𝗥𝗦 𝗜𝗡 𝗢𝗨𝗥 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗠𝗘𝗡𝗧𝗦 𝗔𝗡𝗗 𝗖𝗢𝗠𝗠𝗨𝗡𝗜𝗧𝗬 𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗡𝗘𝗟𝗦

- - - 

Crypto Banter is a live streaming channel that brings you the hottest crypto news, market updates, and fundamentals of the world of digital assets – “straight out of the bull’s mouth”!! Join the fastest-growing crypto trading community to get notified on the most profitable trades and the latest crypto market update & news!!

𝗗𝗶𝘀𝗰𝗹𝗮𝗶𝗺𝗲𝗿:
Crypto Banter is a social podcast for entertainment purposes only.
All opinions expressed by the hosts, guests and callers should not be construed as financial advice. Views expressed by guests and hosts do not reflect the views of the station. Listeners are encouraged to do their own research.

#CryptoMarket #BitcoinPrice #CryptoTrading 

⏱𝗧𝗶𝗺𝗲𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗺𝗽𝘀:
00:00 Bitcoin Halving Countdown & BTC Short Squeeze
01:25 Banter Bubbles - Altcoin Prices Today
02:00 Bitcoin Market Cycles - Bollinger Bands
04:29 BTC Asymmetrical Bet & Next Bitcoin Price Targets
09:39 Bitcoin RSI Levels & Expected Price Action
12:30 Short Squeeze - Hedge Fund Shorting the Market
15:10 Trading Bitcoin - BTC Technical Analysis

🎬𝗠𝗼𝗿𝗲 𝗩𝗶𝗱𝗲𝗼𝘀 𝘄𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗞𝘆𝗹𝗲 𝗗𝗼𝗼𝗽𝘀: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLmOv2_vzOoGcDGeu-HHfifExgbvmPLO3l

🔎𝗥𝗲𝗹𝗮𝘁𝗲𝗱 𝗦𝗲𝗮𝗿𝗰𝗵𝗲𝘀: Bitcoin -- Crypto - Bitcoin Price - Trading Bitcoin - Altcoins - Trading Altcoins - Crypto Trading - Bitcoin Technical Analysis - Trading Ethereum - Bitcoin Price Analysis - Trading ETH/BTC - Crypto Market Update - Crypto News - Bitcoin Pump
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                ⚡️ META SIGNALS ►► https://metasignals.io/nft 
👾 LIFETIME ACCESS (LIMITED SPACE)
🤖 Automat...
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                    ⚡️ META SIGNALS ►► https://metasignals.io/nft 
👾 LIFETIME ACCESS (LIMITED SPACE)
🤖 Automate Your Trading & Strategy Creation + the Krown VMP Indicator bundle as an included bonus: krown-trading.teachable.com/p/krown-quant-automation/

🟣 Get the Krown VMP + Daily Statistics + Entropy Deviation + Oracle Pro & MORE. All In One Single Package With A FREE Trial For 7 Days - https://chartprime.com/krown

🟧Best Futures Trading Exchange (Signup Bonuses Included) https://partner.bybit.com/b/Cave

❎ApeX Decentralized Exchange (5% lifetime fee reduction) - https://pro.apex.exchange/trade/BTC-USDC/register?affiliate_id=323&group_id=548

📗All Educational Products & Indicators - krown-trading.teachable.com

Full Disclosure - this is a referral link

How To Create A Strategy For Trading - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eZUjWG0pb8

Cave Discord Trading Community - https://discord.gg/W9ettX54DF
Twitter Updates - https://twitter.com/KrownCryptoCave


🛠️Tools Used🛠️

🛠️HPDR BUNDLE (HPDR, HPDR V, HPDR Bands, HPDR Oscillator & HPDR Cones) - Statistically Driven Range & Returns Identifier
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/the-hpdr-bundle/

🛠️Advanced Stochastic - Reverse Stochastic + Stochastic Volatility & DMI
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/the-advanced-stochastic-package1

🛠️Caretaker's RSI - Automated RSI Divergence Signals 
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/caretaker-s-rsi-divergence-indicator/

TradingView Charting Software I use (DISCOUNT) - https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=11546


📖Educational Programs📖

📖The Systematic Trading & Quantitative Analysis Program (best for those who want to learn how to create their own trading systems with a working model)
krown-trading.teachable.com/p/technical-analysis-quantitative-statistics 


📖Neophyte's Initiation to Trading & Technical Analysis
https://krown-trading.teachable.com/p/neophyte-s-introduction-to-trading-technical-analysis

This is the complete beginner's program aimed at those just getting their feet wet in the world of trading. This will not be a good fit for intermediate or advanced traders.


📖Master Your Options
https://krown-trading.teachable.com/p/master-your-options

Fully focused on Options trading strategies, not for beginners.


Instagram Updates - https://instagram.com/EricRussellCrown


TradingView Charting Software I Use - https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=11546




Twitter - https://twitter.com/KrownCryptoCave


Disclaimer
Please understand that leverage trading is very risky and around 80% of people who leverage trade have a net loss over a long time frame.
Do not trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical region.
The content in this video are only intended for entertainment purposes only. Please do your own due diligence when making decisions for yourself.



#Bitcoin #BTC #Crypto

Disclaimer - The content in this video and on this channel are not intended to be financial advice. The content in this video and on this channel are only intended for entertainment purposes only!

Bitcoin,BITCOIN,Bitcoin price,bitcoin price,BITCOIN price,Bitcoin krown,bitcoin krown,BITCOIN krown,Bitcoin today,BITCOIN today,Bitcoin price today,BITCOIN price today,bitcoin price today,eric krown,krown crypto,bitcoin price krown,Bitcoin risk,bitcoin risk,BITCOIN risk,Bitcoin price risk,BITCOIN price risk,bitcoin price risk,Bitcoin price krown,BITCOIN price krown,bitcoin beware price,Bitcoin beware price,Bitcoin beware,bitcoin beware
Bitcoin,bitcoin,BITCOIN,Bitcoin price,bitcoin price,BITCOIN price,Bitcoin krown,bitcoin krown,BITCOIN krown,Bitcoin today,BITCOIN today,bitcoin today,Bitcoin price today,BITCOIN price today,bitcoin price today,eric krown,krown crypto,krown bitcoin,bitcoin price krown,bitcoin busting,Bitcoin busting,Bitcoin price bust,BITCOIN price bust,bitcoin price bust,bitcoin price busting action,Bitcoin price busting action
bitcoin,bitcoin price prediction,bear market,btc ta,bitcoin price,bitcoin news today,bitcoin technical analysis,bitcoin analysis today,bitcoin trading,btc,when to buy cryptocurrency,when to buy bitcoin,when to buy crypto,bitcoin bull market,bull market,bitcoin bear market,ethereum,bitcoin statistics,bitcoin price statistics,krown crypto,eric krown,eth,Bitcoin,BITCOIN,Bitcoin price,Bitcoin price statistics,BITCOIN price,BTC price today,bitcoin ta


For Business Inquires Please Contact - Support@Krowntrading.net
For Interview Inquiries Please Contact - Eric@Krowntrading.net
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                Top 5 New Cryptos To Invest in By Bitcoin Halving [14 Days Left]

                🚀 Join our waitlist here 👉 https://brianjung.org/JoinKaizen

📰 100X Altcoin Gems Report Ca...
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                    🚀 Join our waitlist here 👉 https://brianjung.org/JoinKaizen

📰 100X Altcoin Gems Report Card 👉 https://www.brianjung.co/newsletter


BingX $5000 Bonus + Largest Altcoin Selection (VPN Required )👉 https://bingx.com/partner/kaizentrading

💰 Get $200 in Free Crypto when you sign up and trade here 👉 https://brianjung.org/Coinbase

🔐 Get 83% Off + 3 Months Free VPN Deal here 👉 https://brianjung.org/SurfShark

Video Outline
0:00 ⚡️ Details of Bitcoin halving will lead to historic crypto bull run
3:48 ⚖️ Analysis of Bitcoin's price drop and how it affects altcoins
7:58 ⬆️ Upcoming market events that will drive the next bull run
11:34 💰 Introduction to Market Caps on Crypto Projects
15:23 ⚔️ Navigating the volatile crypto markets as a new investor
19:09 💡 Improvements in Coinbase's infrastructure to address challenges faced by investors
23:01 📈 Aerodrome has significant growth potential in the cryptocurrency market.
27:13 ⭐ Unique benefits of meme coins in the cryptocurrency market
30:49 💰 Opportunities in emerging crypto projects with potential for growth and diversification.
34:52 💰 Promising cryptocurrencies for investment potential and real estate opportunities.
38:53 ⬆️ Bullish on Higher due to high trading volume, potential oversold territory, and organic marketing appeal.
42:38 ⚡ Blockchain project Ando backed by major investors with $1 billion market cap and low circulating supply.
46:26 ⚔️ Having faith over fear leads to victory, whether in life or in crypto.

Social Media:
⮕ 🖤 Follow Me on Twitter: https://twitter.com/thebrianjung
⮕ 🖤 Follow Me on IG: https://www.instagram.com/creditbrian
⮕ 🖤 Website: https://www.brianjung.co
—
Advertiser Disclosure:
This video may contain links through which we are compensated when you click on or are approved for offers. The information in this video was not provided by any of the companies mentioned and has not been reviewed, approved, or otherwise endorsed by any of these entities.
Offers are current only as the time of the video publishing date and may have changed by the time you watch it.

Disclaimer: Please note, that the information provided in this video is for educational and entertainment purposes only. It is not financial advice. Cryptocurrency investments are extremely risky and highly speculative, involving significant potential for loss due to market volatility. Do NOT invest more than you are able to lose. I am not a financial advisor, and my views should not be taken as financial guidance. Always do your own research and consult with a professional before making any investment decisions. Remember, your investments are solely your responsibility, and I will not be liable for any losses or damages arising from your decisions based on this content.

Check Out My Current Crypto Investments here 👉 https://brianjung.org/CryptoInvestments
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                Bitcoin TRAP ALERT 🚨 *BIG* CRYPTO FAKEOUT INCOMING...

                ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://...
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                    ✅💰 ►[ *Up to *$8,800* Welcome Bonus]◄ 💰✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
🔷 Phemex Exchange ✔️ https://phemex.com/a/k/TylerS
*PHEMEX TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/5SrjZsM12rI

✅🚨 ►[ Join Crypto Red Alerts and earn free PT]◄ 🚨✅
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
https://phemex.com/phemex-pulse/invite-friends-group?groupID=OYCuvXlDSgjlD1_zCugjsQ&memberId=HvehutCvHeaUkBswDmKYMA

✅BINGX EXCHANGE✅ UP TO $8,000 DEPOSIT BONUS
👇 *Use THIS Link* 👇
https://bingx.com/partner/Tylerscrypto/4SGKI3
✅💰► https://bingx.com/invite/4XEHZX ◄💰✅

✅💰► Up to *$18,000* FREE BONUS ON BITGET ◄💰✅
🥇 Bitget Exchange ✔️  https://partner.bitget.com/bg/TylerS
*BITGET TUTORIAL* : https://youtu.be/pVCx1eiCiBA

✅ MY ONLY TWITTER: https://twitter.com/TylerSCrypto

►►✅ Earn ADA By Staking With Our Pool!✅ ◄◄
https://tylerscrypto.com/tsc-ada-stake-pool
Ticker: TSC
TSC Pool ID:
pool1mg37s4w4uzsmw27nsnz2mwfll8sdawngvy3n657t7nd0yjcd77e 
HOW TO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi0syaEK_Sg

Sign up to Tradingview to get charting!
https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=126006

TSCStakePool Twitter
https://twitter.com/TSCStakePool

All Affiliate links have the possibility of making me commission if used - at no extra cost to you

✅ MY ONLY INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tylerstrejilevich

► 💰DEALS, BONUSES AND MORE💰 ◄
✅  https://tylerscrypto.com ✅ 

Sponsored by Phemex

DO NOT Trade on any exchange that prohibits trading from your geographical location

BEWARE OF IMPERSONATORS PRETENDING TO BE ME IN THE COMMENTS!! NEVER SEND ANYONE IN YOUTUBE COMMENTS YOUR CRYPTO! I WILL NOT CONTACT YOU ON ANY SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS!! - THERE ARE DOZENS OF INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER IMPERSONATORS THAT WILL MESSAGE YOU TO STEAL YOUR CRYPTO, WHILE PRETENDING TO BE ME

Disclaimer:  The information I discuss in the videos on this channel are only the views of myself and are not to be taken as financial advice. The purpose of these videos are to promote discussion and interest in the crypto-space. Also, we like to make jokes! Affiliate Links Can Provide Commission If Utilized.

bitcoin, BTC, Bitcoin price, BTC price, bitcoin price prediction, BTC 2020, btc price prediction, Bitcoin price targets, BTC TA, Bitcoin TA, bitcoin trading, bitcoin news, bitcoin news today, btc price targets, bitcoin bull run, bitcoin bull market, investing, invest, bitcoin bullish

#bitcoin #bitcointoday #bitcoinnews
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                The 'Bitcoin Storm' Is Upon Us...Here's What You Need To Know

                #bitcoin #crypto #cryptocurrencies   
Consider dropping a like if you enjoyed the video! 👍...
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                    #bitcoin #crypto #cryptocurrencies   
Consider dropping a like if you enjoyed the video! 👍
Check out our partner, Angelblock: https://angelblock.io/
Sign up for the DashReport 💹➡️ http://nicholasmerten.com/dashreport/

00:00 - Intro
00:53 - Bitcoin Is Preparing For A Massive Move
02:19 - April Is Going To Be A Critical Month For Bitcoin
05:40 - What Bitcoin Needs To Spark A New Bull Market
08:05 - A Trading Strategy To Protect Gains & Maximize Returns
11:25 - Altcoin Analysis | What No One Is Telling You...
13:27 - Focus On Emerging Narratives In Crypto
17:24 - Macro Analysis | Stocks, Bonds & Commodities Forecast Danger
23:25 - Closing Remarks | Don't Fall Victim To This Mistake...

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you want me to be able to contact you in case of further issues, here's our email list: https://forms.gle/ADorNSFkkGbggJHY6

What are your thoughts on what we discussed? Feel free to leave a comment below! Thank you all so much for watching the video. If you enjoyed the video, please consider dropping a like, subscribing, and ringing the bell icon.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
👥 For advertising, consulting, speaking, or other business inquiries
reach out to us at: http://nicholasmerten.com/advertising/

Alternatively, feel free to reach us at: contactdatadash@gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WARNING:

*I WILL NEVER PURSUE PROJECTS THROUGH TELEGRAM OR OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS. CONTACT MY EMAIL LISTED BELOW FIRST AND THEN VERIFY MY IDENTITY THROUGH A VIDEO CALL BEFORE MOVING FORWARD WITH SPONSORSHIPS. THERE ARE MANY SCAMMERS IN CRYPTO. EMAIL SPOOFING IS RAMPANT, SO VERIFY MY IDENTITY THROUGH VIDEO*


*BEWARE OF SCAM COMMENTS REQUESTING YOU TO SEND FUNDS. THESE ARE IMPERSONATORS, AS WE WILL NEVER REQUEST YOU TO SEND PAYMENTS*

Disclaimer: DataDash ("Company") and The Dash Report are not an investment advisory service, nor a registered investment advisor or broker-dealer and does not purport to tell or suggest which securities or currencies customers or viewers should buy or sell for themselves. All information is for discussion and educational purposes only. The independent contractors, employees or affiliates of Company may hold positions in the stocks, currencies or industries discussed here. You understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree of risk involved in trading securities and cryptocurrencies. The Company assumes no responsibility or liability for your trading results. Factual statements on the Companies outlets are made as of the date stated and are subject to change without notice. It should not be assumed that the methods, techniques or indicators presented in these products will be profitable or that they will not result in losses. Past results of any individual trader or trading system published by the Company are not indicative of future returns by that trader or system and are not indicative of future returns which be realized by you. In addition, the indicators, strategies, columns, articles and all other features of the Company's products (collectively, the "information") are provided for informational and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice.
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                Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction!

                Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTra...
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                    Link to the More Trading Online Stocks and Shares Service:
https://www.patreon.com/MoreTradingOnline

Bitcoin BTC Price News Today - Technical Analysis and Elliott Wave Analysis and Price Prediction! In this video I talk about the Bitcoin BTC Cryptocurrency price and carry out a technical analysis. I also talk about my Bitcoin Elliott Wave count and discuss where the price could be going next.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Links:

Bitget:
Trade with Bitget: https://partner.bitget.com/bg/MoreCryptoOnline 
Receive a $15 bonus

Trade on Bybit:
Receive an up to $30,000 bonus (see terms on Bybit)
https://partner.bybit.com/b/MCO

Technical Analysis with TradingView:
https://bit.ly/Crypto_Tradingview

Set up trading bots with 3commas.io:
https://3commas.io/?c=tc1323713

Trade on Coinbase:
Receive $10 in BTC (see terms on website):
https://bit.ly/MCOinbase

Trade on Binance:
Receive a 15% fee discount (lifetime) when using this link.
https://accounts.binance.com/en/register?ref=XNWEZH08

Trade on Kucoin:
Receive a 20% fee discount:
https://www.kucoin.com/r/af/QBSSSL4T

Trade with eToro:
https://etoro.tw/3oFUKCk

Trade with Trading212:
Receive shares worth up to $100:
https://bit.ly/Trading212MCO

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Trezor:
https://bit.ly/morecryptoonline

Protect your cryptocurrencies with Ledger:
https://shop.ledger.com/?r=0fb3c8be2e46

Stay safe with NordVPN:
https://go.nordvpn.net/SH4s0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 MCO World:

You can find the Technical analysis channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsl6Z6p7GOkczo8Cv-GH6Dg

You can find our German crypto Youtube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRRrpK63KNPZMTLbv61UKRw

Please check out the More Crypto Online website:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/

Official Social Media Links:
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/morecryptoonline_official/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Morecryptoonl
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/more-crypto-online/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline membership group:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/plans-pricing  OR
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCngIhBkikUe6e7tZTjpKK7Q/join   OR
https://www.patreon.com/morecryptoonline

🧿 Join the private MoreCryptoOnline foundational video training course:
https://www.morecryptoonline.com/technical-analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
⚠️ Very important: ⚠️
- please do not reply to anyone with the MCO logo in the YouTube comments who sends you a Whatsapp number. This is scam!
- please do not join any other MCO Telegram channel than the ones you received the links for. These are all scam!
- You find the official Social Media links down below in the description section.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

☕️ Caffeine:
For additional support you can now buy me a coffee ;-):
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/morecrypto
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Financial Disclaimer:
We are no financial advisors. The ideas presented in this video are personal opinions and for entertainment purposes only. You (and only you) are responsible for the financial decisions that you make. Ideas presented in this video are my opinions at the date of recording and may have changed after recording.
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                Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails & Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱

                Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails and Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱
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                    Top 5 Stock Market & Crypto Day Trading Fails and Meltdowns - Ultimate Panic!😱

5 day traders that lost their money in the stock and crypto market day trading. Day trading using leverage is a very risky endeavor. Please do your homework and research before purchasing stocks, bonds or options. 

Contact
https://twitter.com/MRNOBODYXMOON
Facebook Group: https://bit.ly/3m4GAJG
https://www.instagram.com/jmsphn
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/jpmedia
...
BlockFi Referral Link: https://blockfi.com/?ref=9a484418
Join Celsius Network using my referral code 105733fc98 when signing up and earn $40 in BTC with your first transfer of $400 or more! 
https://celsiusnetwork.app.link/105733fc98

****Please note that all of the above are referral links and I will receive a small commission if you sign up using any of these links at no extra cost to you. All referrals are for products that I believe in and use personally.

All materials in these videos are used for educational purposes and fall within the guidelines of fair use. No copyright infringement intended. If you are or represent the copyright owner of materials used in this video and have a problem with the use of said material, please send me an email.

Fair use is a legal doctrine that promotes freedom of expression by permitting the unlicensed use of copyright-protected works in certain circumstances. Section 107 of the Copyright Act provides the statutory framework for determining whether something is a fair use and identifies certain types of uses—such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research—as examples of activities that may qualify as fair use.

(Disclaimer: This channel has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not intended to be used as an only source to invest in different companies. Individuals should never invest in the securities of any of the companies’ talked on this channel as a guaranteed way to make money. Don’t just use this channel to invest. Please assume that all information provided regarding companies and their securities is not trustworthy unless verified by their own research. Invest wisely and use this channel to help!)
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                How I Made and Lost $1M Trading Crypto I Super Users

                Like tens of millions of people, in 2017 Peter McCormack decided to get involved in Bitcoi...
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                    Like tens of millions of people, in 2017 Peter McCormack decided to get involved in Bitcoin -- the digital cryptocurrency that allows for direct, transparent financial transactions without a central bank. Unlike most people, he became a millionaire. Riding the highs of cryptocurrency trading, Peter began living a life of luxury, convinced he had figured out the secret of easy wealth. But just as soon as he had become a Bitcoin millionaire, he lost it all again. Now, armed with expert knowledge from his Bitcoin podcast, he's investing smarter and still all in one HODLing Bitcoin to the moon.

Click here to subscribe to VICE: http://bit.ly/Subscribe-to-VICE

About VICE:
The Definitive Guide To Enlightening Information. From every corner of the planet, our immersive, caustic, ground-breaking and often bizarre stories have changed the way people think about culture, crime, art, parties, fashion, protest, the internet and other subjects that don't even have names yet. Browse the growing library and discover corners of the world you never knew existed. Welcome to VICE.

Connect with VICE:
Check out our full video catalog: http://bit.ly/VICE-Videos
Videos, daily editorial and more: http://vice.com
More videos from the VICE network: https://www.fb.com/vicevideo
Click here to get the best of VICE daily: http://bit.ly/1SquZ6v
Like VICE on Facebook: http://fb.com/vice
Follow VICE on Twitter: http://twitter.com/vice
Follow us on Instagram: http://instagram.com/vice

The VICE YouTube Network:
VICE: https://www.youtube.com/VICE
MUNCHIES: https://www.youtube.com/MUNCHIES 
VICE News: https://www.youtube.com/VICENews
VICELAND: https://www.youtube.com/VICELANDTV
Broadly: https://www.youtube.com/Broadly
Noisey: https://www.youtube.com/Noisey
Motherboard: https://www.youtube.com/MotherboardTV 
VICE Sports: https://www.youtube.com/NOC
i-D: http://www.youtube.com/iDmagazine 
Waypoint: https://www.youtube.com/WaypointVICE
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                How Cryptocurrency ACTUALLY works.

                Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, NFT's, all explained in one simple guide!  Do consider subscr...
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                    Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, NFT's, all explained in one simple guide!  Do consider subscribing if you enjoyed! 

It would make my day if you could also follow me on:
🌈 Instagram: https://goo.gl/OUqBBa
🐦 Twitter: https://goo.gl/EFhwqL
😊 Facebook: https://goo.gl/Aluzl1

Amazon Affiliate links:
Amazon US: https://goo.gl/3yS2aP
Amazon UK: https://goo.gl/gvrsGZ

My Filming Gear:
https://bit.ly/35CuxwI

Music is from Epidemic sound:
http://share.epidemicsound.com/pHDFT
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                Explain Crypto To COMPLETE Beginners: Coin Bureau Guide!!

                📲 Insider Info in my Socials 👉 https://guy.coinbureau.com/socials/
🎁 Coin Bureau Deals 👉 h...
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                    📲 Insider Info in my Socials 👉 https://guy.coinbureau.com/socials/
🎁 Coin Bureau Deals 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/deals/
👕 Merch Store 👉 https://store.coinbureau.com
🔥 TOP Crypto TIPS In My Newsletter 👉 https://www.coinbureau.com/newsletter-signup/

~~~~~

📺Essential Videos📺

Central Bank Digital Currencies Explained 👉  https://youtu.be/_ErRWQWPs8Q
Best Cryptocurrency Hardware Wallets 👉 https://youtu.be/_t3Brlb0qzQ
Fiat Ponzi Scheme 👉 https://youtu.be/L_f6R0DHNH0
How To Research Cryptocurrency 👉 https://youtu.be/HCLWDGYnAzk
Bitcoin Bad For The Environment? 👉 https://youtu.be/DidAwxWaDKI

~~~~~

- TIMESTAMPS -
0:00 Intro
2:11 Cryptocurrency 101  
6:08 Questions About Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, etc. 
9:15 Cryptocurrency Safety & Criminal Use Concerns 
13:15 Explaining Cryptocurrency Price & Value 
17:38 “Which Cryptocurrencies Should I Buy?”
21:32 Conclusion  

~~~~~

⛓️ 🔗 Useful Links 🔗 ⛓️

► Why Cash Is Trash: https://wtfhappenedin1971.com/
► Dogecoin Explained: https://www.coinbureau.com/review/dogecoin-doge/
► Circle USDC Website: https://www.circle.com/en/usdc
► Paxos PAX Gold Website: https://www.paxos.com/paxgold/
► Bitcoin Use In Crime: https://www.forbes.com/sites/haileylennon/2021/01/19/the-false-narrative-of-bitcoins-role-in-illicit-activity/
► Bitcoin Stock To Flow: https://www.lookintobitcoin.com/charts/stock-to-flow-model/
► Cryptocurrency Lending And Borrowing Explained: https://www.coinbureau.com/review/aave-lend/
► Visa USDC On Ethereum: https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/99639/visa-now-settles-payments-in-usdc-stablecoin-ethereum

~~~~~

👨🏫Cryptocurrency 101👨🏫 

Put simply, cryptocurrencies are like regular currencies except they’re entirely digital. Each individual cryptocurrency coin is fundamentally just a collection of numbers and letters

This sounds complicated, but it’s actually not far off from what we see with currencies today. Bills have serial numbers, and bank accounts have account numbers

Cryptocurrencies are basically like serial numbers without the physical bill, and cryptocurrency wallets are like bank account numbers without your name attached to them

Instead of the bank or government keeping track of your wallet balance, this is done by computers that connect to a cryptocurrency network to process transactions and earn cryptocurrency for doing so

🙋♂Questions About Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum etc.🙋♂
  
Broadly speaking there are two types of cryptocurrencies: coins and tokens. Cryptocurrency coins belong to cryptocurrency networks that were built from the ground up

Because cryptocurrency networks are so hard to make from scratch, only a few dozen cryptocurrencies are actually coins. The rest are cryptocurrency tokens

The most important thing to remember about cryptocurrency tokens is that a lot of them are nothing more than scams. This is primarily because cryptocurrency tokens are so easy to create

⚖Cryptocurrency Safety And Criminal Use Concerns⚖ 
   
For starters, not all cryptocurrencies are created equal. Some cryptocurrencies are built to prioritize speed over security, and usually the consequences of that play out quite quickly

When it comes to the criminal activities, it is true that ransom demands made by hackers often involve some kind of cryptocurrency. However, these cryptocurrencies always get swapped to privacy coins

💰Explaining Cryptocurrency Price And Value💰 

Bitcoin has value because its BTC coin has an economic profile to gold. It has a maximum supply and only a small amount of BTC is created each day, and that amount is cut in half every 4 years

Cryptocurrencies like Ethereum’s ETH have value because they are required to pay for the transaction fees associated with minting and moving tokens as well as using decentralized applications

🤑“Okay, Which Cryptocurrencies Should I Buy?”🤑

Before you answer that question, you must remember to emphasize that nothing you tell them is financial or investment advice

Which cryptocurrencies you decide to invest in boils down to your timeline and risk tolerance. Make sure not to mix up market cap with price potential, and always do your own research. 

~~~~~

📜 Disclaimer 📜

The information contained herein is for informational purposes only. Nothing herein shall be construed to be financial legal or tax advice. The content of this video is solely the opinions of the speaker who is not a licensed financial advisor or registered investment advisor. Trading cryptocurrencies poses considerable risk of loss. The speaker does not guarantee any particular outcome

#Bitcoin #crypto #guide #explain #blockchain #teach #noobs
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Market may refer to:



	Market (economics)
	
Market (place), a physical marketplace or public market
	Market economy
	
Märket, an island shared by Finland and Sweden

Art, entertainment, and media


Film


	
Market (1965 film), 1965 South Korean film
	
Market (2003 film), 2003 Hindi film
	
The Market: A Tale of Trade, a Turkish film

Television


	
The Market (TV series), a New Zealand television drama

Brand or enterprise


	
The Market (company), a Farm Fresh Supermarket concept store
	The Market, a specialized Safeway store

Types of economic markets


	Agricultural marketing
	Emerging market
	Financial market
	Foreign exchange market
	Grey market
	Media market
	Niche market
	
Open market, a free trade economy; the antonym of closed market
	Prediction market
	Real estate market
	Stock market
	Wholesale marketing

Aspects of economic markets


	Efficient-market hypothesis
	Mark-to-market accounting
	Market capitalization
	Market economy
	Market failure
	Market maker
	Market microstructure
	Market research
	Market segment
	Market share
	Market trend
	Market value
	Single market
	Target market
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   		Edit

 			Canada Announces a $2.4 Billion Investment in AI

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      08 Apr 2024
			
  		
            The Canadian federal government announced a hefty $2.4 billion package to build capacity in AI (artificial intelligence) ... The government added, ... He also added, ... This time ... “Oh wow, Canada is playing to win the AI game again.” Source. ... ....
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 			Gluwa Explores Plans for Financial Programmes in Sierra Leone; Pays Courtesy Visit to Vice President ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			CryptoPotato
			
      04 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Gluwa’s CEO, Tae Oh, visited Sierra Leone’s Vice President Mohamed Juldeh Jalloh in a preliminary visit to introduce the potential for collaboration.
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 			Nansen publicly shames competitor Arkham

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      04 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Well. It would seem that Nansen woke up today and made the conscious decision to choose violence. In a dramatic fashion, they started a very interesting Twitter thread, publicly shaming their biggest competitor Arkham Intelligence ... See below.- ... Oh no.
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 			Our $100,000 Futures Market Masters competition is back!

			
  			

	



			
      
			Kraken
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Futures Market Masters is back! Our biggest (and most lucrative) flagship futures trading competition* is now one week in. Don’t worry, you can still sign up here. Oh, and did we mention the whopping $100,000 USD prize pool?. First things first ... ....
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 			1 Billion Bitcoin P2P Traders: NoOnes Sets Sights on Nigeria and Global South

			
  			

	



			
      
			Bitcoin Magazine
			
      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Youssef and the global team at NoOnes are on a mission to end financial apartheid and to unite the financially disenfranchised around the world ... A transcript of our conversation, lightly edited for length and clarity, follows below ... Oh, my goodness.
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 			Robinhood aims to reach a wider audience

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      01 Apr 2024
			
  		
            So get this. Robinhood isn’t just playing around with stocks and crypto anymore. Oh no, no ... And between us, I actually think he is going to succeed. From Trading App to Financial Swiss Army Knife ... A tough sell, indeed ... ....
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 			BitMEX Founder Arthur Hayes Says Memecoin Explosion Provides Positive Value for One Major Ethereum Rival

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Hodl
			
      31 Mar 2024
			
  		
            ... is going up because people are launching these memecoins on it and a new developer to this space says, ‘Oh, this is interesting, I want to develop on Solana because I know I have users.’.
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 			UK and U.S. unite to expose Russia’s $20 billion illegal crypto trade

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The United States and the United Kingdom have rolled up their sleeves and are investigating what looks like a gross $20 billion mishandling of crypto. Yeah, you heard that right ... The stakes? BIG ... and UK ... The U.S ... Oh Crypto, the Double-Edged Sword You Are.
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 			American crypto lobbyists might just be our biggest problem

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Think I’m being dramatic?. Okay. Read on! ... Not to mention, the spectacular implosion of digital tokens like Luna has left many a crypto magnate looking less like the future of finance and more like cautionary tales. Do NOT jump in ... Oh no ... ....
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 			Let’s Break Down Vitalik Buterin’s Latest Essay

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            It’s like saying, “Oh, you thought you could outsmart the system by being everywhere at once? Think again.” This idea isn’t new to Ethereum, where they’ve already got ...
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 			So, the SEC just got a win against Coinbase – What do we do now?

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Yes. Sad day indeed ... Unpacking the Legal Document ... Oh no, they’ve laid out an entire buffet of claims against Coinbase, and pointed fingers at CGI, Coinbase’s parent, holding it responsible for not reigning in on these alleged securities law violations.
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 			A Look Inside Draftables P2E Football Game With CEO Brian Ross: Exclusive Interview

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      27 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Brian Ross is the co-founder and CEO of Draft Labs, the development company behind , one of the “hidden gaming gems” on Avalanche ... Hello Brian ... What makes Draftables unique? ... Oh, I forgot to mention, Draftables is also entirely free-to-play! ... Discovery?.
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 			Bitcoin starts week off with a bang, surges to $71,000

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      26 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The king of cryptocurrencies, not quite comfortable below seven-oh, made a jump from around $67,000 all the way to a $71,000 on March 25. And just like that, at press time, it’s priced at $71,009, flexing a 9% gain in the past 24 hours ... ....
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 			Macro Expert Luke Gromen Says He’s ‘Super’ Bullish on Bitcoin for Next Six to 12 ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Hodl
			
      24 Mar 2024
			
  		
            There’s still a lot of concern, there’s still a lot of belief that the Fed’s, ‘Oh inflation is picking back up, the Fed is going to come in and smack inflation back down.’.
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 			Gary Gensler says he wants to disinfect the crypto industry

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      24 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Gary Gensler, the big cheese at the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), is not playing games when it comes to the wild west of the crypto industry ... And oh boy, does it seem like Gensler’s caught between a rock and a hard place ... ....
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